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Abstract
The conformal method for the initial value formulation of GR is one of the most powerful and widely
used tools in both analytical studies and numerical simulations of solutions. As is well-known, it exploits a
hidden spatial conformal symmetry that can be extracted from the equations. But why conformal symmetry?
Motivated by these questions and by well-known obstacles to quantum gravity, I look for the most general
geometrodynamical symmetries compatible with a reduced physical configuration space for metric gravity.
I argue that they are indeed spatial conformal diffeomorphisms. The next question is: what sort of theories
most naturally incorporate this symmetry? Demanding locality for an action for metric gravity compatible
with these principles determines the allowed operators, both for the purely gravitational part as well as mat-
ter couplings. The symmetries guarantee that there are two gravitational propagating physical degrees of
freedom, but no explicit refoliation-invariance. The simplest such system has a geometric interpretation as a
geodesic model in infinite-dimensional conformal superspace. One example of solution to the equations of
motion corresponds to a static Bianchi IX spatial ansatz. The unique coupling to electromagnetism forces the
electromagnetic equations to be hyperbolic, enabling us to “build” a standard space-time causal structure.
There are, however, deviations from the standard Maxwell equations when space-time anisotropies become
too large. Regarding quantization, with the geometric interpretation and the lack of refoliation invariance,
the path integral treatment of the symmetries becomes much less involved than the similar approaches to GR.
The symmetries form an (infinite-dimensional) Lie algebra, and no BFV treatment is necessary. Moreover,
one can use gauge-invariant variational principles for selecting the boundary conditions of the path integral. We
find that the propagator around the homogeneous solution has up to 6-th order spatial derivatives, giving it
plausible regularization properties as in Horava-Lifschitz.
1 Introduction
1.1 The York method and conformal symmetry.
When we want to make predictions about the future behavior of gravitational degrees of freedom, we require
an expression of the Einstein equations in terms of evolution equations, i.e. making explicit reference to a time
function. Roughly, given an initial value in some space-like surface, these equations should tell us what to
expect on some later such surface. This obligates us to break up the original spacetime covariant picture into
a foliation of space-time into spatial hypersurfaces (see fig. 1). We don’t need to reinvent this account, as it
is already standard in the study of general relativity, going by the acronym ADM (after Arnowitt, Deser and
Misner [ADM62], see also [Gou07] for a modern review of the methods). Indeed most of the work in numerical
GR requires the use of the dynamical approach. Correspondingly, assuming the spacetime manifold is of the
form Σ ' M×R, we perform a 3+1 split of the spacetime metric:
(4)gµν =
( −N2 + gab ξa ξb gak ξk
gjk ξk gab
)
, (1)
where we used Greek letters to denote spacetime tensor components, and Latin letters for the spatial ones.
The Einstein-Hilbert action is decomposed according to (1),∫
d4x
√
(4)g (4)R =
∫
dtd3x
(
g˙ab pab + NH[g, p] + ξaDa[g, p]
)
.
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Figure 1: A 3+1 decomposition of a globally hyperbolic spacetime. The foliation is built from constant t
surfaces. x denotes the spatial coordinates of M.
The lapse N and shift ξa have no conjugate momenta, and are thus Lagrange multipliers whose equations of
motion enforce the constraints:
3D-Diffeomorphism constraint: Ha(x) = −2∇b pba(x) ≈ 0 ∀x ∈ M (2)
Hamiltonian constraint: H⊥(x) =
(
1√
g
(
pab pab − 12 (tr p)2
)
−√g R
)
≈ 0 ∀x ∈ M (3)
The first constraint generates spatial re-labeling of points. The second constraint is taken to generate local time
translations — refoliations.1
The ‘York method’ [Yor71, JWY73, IMJWY76, OJ73] is the only known mathematical tool for attacking the
initial value problem of general relativity (2),(3) generically [Gou07]. Through this method, the constraints
H ≈ 0 and Da ≈ 0 decouple and turn into elliptic equations. In a closed spatial hypersurface, we start with a
reference metric gab, a tensor density pab and a real number τ. The York method then consists in the following
steps:
1. Given a traceless tensor, one can also find its projection to a transverse component. That is, upon the
substitution pab → pab −∇(aχj) (where round brackets signify index symmetrization, A(ab) = Aab + Aba) one
can solve the transversality condition (wrt to the vector field χa):
∇b(∇(aχb) − 23 gab∇cχc) = ∇b(pab − 13 tr p gab) ,
Thereby we obtain the transverse-traceless momentum pabTT :
pabTT = (p
ab − 13 gabtr p)− (∇aχb +∇bχa − 23 gab∇cχc) ,
This means that for any constant τ, the momentum piab = pabTT +
1
2τ γ
ab√γ satisfies the constraint (2).
Importantly, it represents a CMC slicing (constant mean curvature), since its trace is necessarily constant:
gabpiab = 32τ
√
g = const.
√
g ,
2. Upon conformally transforming the canonical variables, as (gab, pabTT )→ (Ω−4gab,Ω4 pabTT ), from the scalar
constraint (3) one obtains the Lichnerowicz–York equation (LY) wrt the scalar field Ω:
Ω−6√
g
pabTT
2 − 38
√
gΩ6τ2 −√g
(
RΩ2 − 8Ω∆Ω
)
= 0 ,
This is an elliptic equation which can, under certain additional assumptions, be solved for Ω, thereby
satisfying all of the ADM constraints on a CMC slice
(
trpi = 32 τ
√
γ
)
.
1This is a slight exaggeration. In fact, refoliations have a well defined Hamiltonian representation only for space-times that satisfy
Einstein equations [LW90].
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One important point hidden in the analysis is that the LY equation and the transversality condition are
conformally invariant: {
gab → φ4 gab
pab → φ−4 pab ⇒
{
γab[φ
4g, φ−4 p] = γab[g, p]
piab[φ4g, φ−4 p] = piab[g, p]
This raises an important question: does spatial conformal invariance have any fundamental meaning in gen-
eral relativity? In [Gom15], we have shown that no other symmetry can be used in this manner to solve the
initial value problem of general relativity. Is this merely a mathematical curiosity or does it carry some insight
into gravitational physics?
The natural place to look for the utility and meaning of this symmetry, is to investigate its role in the places
where GR fails. By formulating a theory [GGK11, GK12] (see also [Mer17a] for a modern full account) which
embodies these symmetries and matches general relativity (wherever the latter admits a global CMC foliation)
This has been done to a large extent for black holes [Gom14,GKMN15,Mer16,Mer17b,Mer17a,Her16]. Here I
want to take a broader look at how one might motivate these symmetries from another place where GR ‘fails’:
quantum gravity.
1.2 Motivation from Quantum Gravity.
Covariant quantum gravity. The main technical obstacle to obtaining a theory of quantum gravity, well-
documented in the literature, lies in its renormalization properties. Gravity is a non-linear theory, which means
that geometrical disturbances around a flat background can act as sources for the geometry itself. Unlike what
is the case in other non-linear theories, GR has the wrong sign of mass dimension of the gravitational coupling
constant, making it naively perturbatively non-renormalizable around Minkowski.2
But there are other, fundamental problems. For instance, there exists a conflict between our use of quan-
tum mechanics to calculate transition amplitudes from one observable quantity to another, and the gauge-
symmetries of GR. In quantum mechanics, we have time-evolution operators e−iHˆt, taking us from an initial
physical state to a final one. In the language of path integrals, it is more convenient to express evolution in
terms of a propagator, K(φ1|φ2), where φ (e.g. φ = (x, t)) is deemed gauge-invariant, or in Dirac’s terminology,
‘observable’.3
In GR, gauge-symmetries are spacetime diffeomorphisms, and the gravitational degrees of freedom that
are (non-perturbatively) gauge-invariant thus can correspond to the entire spacetime, e.g.
Diff-invariant quantities:
∫
d4x
√
(4)g(4)R,
∫
d4x
√
(4)g (4)Rµν (4)Rµν , etc
Naively combining the two properties would require us to associate a quantum “time-evolution” between two
different complete spacetimes, not between observables within time.4 For instance, the fundamental transition
amplitude would be of the form K([(4)g1], [(4)g2]), where the square-brackets [(4)g] signify the quotient of the
spacetime metric by all possible gauge-transformations (the spacetime geometry corresponding to the 4-metric
(4)g).
Even if one is willing to accept such fundamental quantum transition amplitudes, there is another problem
we must face: there is no known local parametrization of physical (observable) Lorentzian 4-geometries, [(4)g].5
To understand what this means, we need to introduce the notion of a ‘slice’. A ‘slice’ is a split between
the physically equivalent (or gauge-equivalent) field configurations and the physically distinct ones. A local
slice is one that performs this split only locally in field space, and it is equivalent to a local gauge-fixing if
gauge-transformations form well-defined gauge-orbits (see figure 2). Finding a slice theorem is relatively
straightforward in the case of metrics of Euclidean signature (for any dimension). This is shown in appendix
A.1.
In sum, what goes wrong in the Lorentzian case involves the lack of invertibility of certain second order
differential operators (given in equation (72) in appendix A.1). To slightly expand, in the Euclidean case,
defining a supermetric on field space, one can find orthogonal directions T⊥g Og to the orbits Og of the metric
g under the action of the diffeomorphisms of M, Diff(M). Such transversal directions to the gauge orbits
involve finding the adjoint space of the Killing form, Lξgµν, which requires the orthogonality conditions to
be described by elliptic operators. In the case of Lorentzian metrics, the analogous operators are hyperbolic,
invalidating the construction of the slice. It is the sign of Time that gets in the way.
2In fact, the vacuum theory is 1-loop renormalizable, but acquires (cascading) counter-terms at 2-loops — a fate it encounters at 1-loop
by adding sources.
3Indeed, the inversion of the quantum mechanical propagator requires gauge-degrees of freedom to have already been gauge-fixed.
4This argument assumes that spacetime does not possess boundaries, where the gauge-symmetries are fixed. If this is the case, other
types of questions arise [DF16, DG17].
5 Global obstructions — e.g. the Gribov problem [Sin78] — also exist, but are less concerning.
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Figure 2: A ‘gauge-slice’ in the field-space of a field theory with gauge-symmetry.
A local parametrization, or slice, has only been constructed (by Isenberg and Marsden) for Lorentzian
metrics which i) satisfy the Einstein equations and ii) which furthermore admit a particular kind of time-
foliation [IM82].6 This choice — Constant Mean Curvature (CMC) — corresponds to synchronizing clocks so
that they measure the same expansion rate of space everywhere (i.e. same local Hubble parameter). They also
correspond to the foliation required by the York method, as seen above.
There are thus two problems touched on above: i) There is no known construction of a slice for the space of
Lorentzian metrics. It is thus not clear if one can identify gauge degrees of freedom and get to a parametriza-
tion of observables. For on-shell metrics (which moreover admit a CMC foliation), one can indeed find a slice;
but not allowing off-shell metrics to be represented makes it ill-suited for quantum gravity. ii) Even ignoring
this issue (by for example considering Euclidean quantum gravity), it is not obvious how we should interpret
a transition amplitude K([(4)g1], [(4)g2]) as an evolution in the standard, predictive scientific framework, which
associates a transition probability between two “instantaneous” state of affairs. Indeed, even in Yang-Mills
theory, non-local spatial properties (arising from gauge-invariance arguments) are treated differently than
non-local temporal ones [LM97].
Canonical quantum gravity and the Problem of Time One way to overcome this issue is to a priori base
the theory not on an underlying covariant spacetime, but on a more dynamical account. It turns out that
indeed, such breaking of covariance can also help with renormalization properties, as is the case with Horava-
Lifshitz [Hor09,BBHV+16]. Of course, these theories have other problems; they often carry scalar gravitational
degrees of freedom due to their reduced symmetry content.
However, for the dynamical account of GR — or canonical, or Hamiltonian, framework — the required
slicing of spacetime into equal-time surfaces is merely an auxiliary structure, and physics must be independent
of such choices. Indeed, the canonical system comes with a conserved quantity —the Hamiltonian constraint
seen in equation (3)— which has an associated symmetry transformation, and that gives us back the freedom
of choosing such artificial slicings. In this way, local time translations become part of the symmetries of the
theory. Since physical observables should not vary under the action of a symmetry transformation, they are
required to be non-local in time.
The hope is then that one can single out the physical instantaneous degrees-of-freedom which one would
like to quantize, and then evolve in a more standard quantum mechanical framework. It would be conve-
nient if quantum evolution could correspond to a transition between instantaneous configuration degrees-of-
freedom also for gravity. The problem here is that the ADM configuration space — the space of Riemannian
3-metrics — does not itself carry an intrinsic representation of the local space-time symmetries. In other words,
as we show in the next section, refoliations don’t form gauge-orbits in the space of Riemannian 3-metrics, and
thus no ‘slice’ can be found for them.
Maximal symmetries of Riem. But what if we go the opposite way: instead of assuming the canonical
symmetries associated to general relativity — spatial diffeomorphisms and local time reparametrizations —
we investigate what kind of local symmetries still allow a description of the invariant — i.e. physical —
6 Since we do not know how to use the standard techniques in the case of Lorentzian metrics, the strategy is to reduce the symmetries
to those acting on a spatial slice. To have a correspondence between initial data and a full spacetime geometry, one needs uniqueness
of maximal extensions of spacetime developments from initial data [HE73]. Thus the restriction to the Einstein equations, whereby
we can restrict attention to (γ,pi) ∈ C(M) where C(M) is the subspace of phase space satisfying the Einstein constraint equations on
the manifold M. Although C(M) is not a manifold (essentially because of linearization instabilities), the intersection of C(Σ) with the
subspace trpi =const., is a regular manifold [FM02]. One can then use uniqueness of CMC foliations to fix the time-like component of
space-time diffeomorphisms. Identifying initial data with CMC data, one now uses a slice theorem of the spatial (or foliation-preserving)
diffeomorphisms acting on C(M) ∩ { trpi =const}.
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and instantaneous configuration degrees-of-freedom? Such symmetries would be compatible with standard
quantum evolution between physically different instantaneous configurations.
This is how I will start the technical developments of the paper — by looking at the possible symmetry
content such a theory can carry. In the case of gravity, under some assumptions, it can be shown that the
non-trivial allowed symmetries that do act as a group in the metric configuration space are precisely spatial
diffeomorphisms and scale transformations. The remaining physical independent degrees-of-freedom — the
quotient of the space of spatial metrics by this full group of local symmetries — belong to ‘conformal su-
perspace’, the space of conformal spatial geometries. Unlike what is the case for the canonical configuration
degrees-of-freedom of GR, this invariant quotient is well-defined and has a simple geometric interpretation:
it describes spatial angles, with two degrees-of-freedom per point.
Different 
notion of Time 
in GR and QM
Dynamical 
formulation of 
GR
York method
QM evolution
Instantaneous
physical
configuration 
states of gravity
Spatial
Conformal 
Symmetry
Figure 3: The convergent arguments for fundamental spatial conformal symmetry. The top sequence can
be seen to describe the need for the York method. In the first part of the paper, I will argue for the bottom
sequence of arguments, and explore a few consequences.
There are thus two lines of converging arguments (see figure 3). Both the York method and the slice theo-
rem require that spacetime be CMC-foliable. The York method is a tool used to obtain a dynamical description
of the metric, and Isenberg and Marsden’s slice theorem uses CMC slicing to avoid complications due to the
negative signs of the Lorentzian spacetime metric. But CMC foliations have the curious property that, in them,
the gravitational dynamics of the pure spatial scale of the metric decouple from the scale-free, or “shape”,
degrees of freedom. I.e. it allows one to describe gravitational evolution in this auxiliary time in terms of
spatially ‘conformally invariant’ geometries [Yor71, GGK11, Mer17a]. That is, within the dynamical frame-
work, the phase space variables can be constrained so that they describe only CMC foliations. The constraints
they are obligated to satisfy in order to be CMC, tr(pi) =const., as per Noether’s theorem, generate canonical
transformations. The rightmost downward arrow in figure 3 represents the fact that such transformations are
exactly changes of spatial scale, i.e. the local conformal transformations which are the subject of this paper. In
sum, surprisingly, both the York method [Yor71] and the slice theorem [IM82] show that although GR is not
fundamentally concerned with spatial conformal geometries, it is deeply related to them, furthering the need
for the present investigations.
Indeed, shape dynamics [GGK11, Mer17a] amounts to taking these hints — coming from the initial value
formulation of general relativity and from the consideration of symmetries compatible with a quantum me-
chanical evolution between instantaneous physical configuration states — seriously. It does this by consider-
ing dynamical systems whose natural habitat is conformal superspace. However, in the way it was constructed
to obtain a very explicit correspondence to GR dynamics, shape dynamics required a non-local Hamiltonian.7
It is an interesting question then, to ask what kind of theory one can obtain merely from demanding locality
and compatibility with the symmetry content. The existence and properties of such theories is a considerably
important point to settle in the entire spatially relational approach to which shape dynamics belongs, and is
moreover motivated from the above convergent arguments leading us to consider spatial conformal symmetry
in its own right; even if merely to phenomenologically rule out the other models.
Roadmap In section 2.1 I will show that conformal diffeomorphisms are the maximal group of symmetries
compatible with the notion of instantaneous evolutions of spatial metrics. In section 2.2, I will show that the
physical (or reduced) configuration space formed by the quotient wrt these symmetries has an interesting
topological structure, which in some cases singles out a unique least dimensional element. In section 2.3 I will
display the type of local square-root Lagrangian densities compatible with this framework, and include matter
couplings in 2.4. Through the use of matter couplings, we can recover an “experienced duration” and recon-
struct a spacetime from field-histories. We find that static Bainchi IX and (approximate) Schwarzschild are
7However, see [Gom15] for a first-principles construction of shape dynamics with no reliance on GR.
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recoverable in this fashion through simple couplings of gravity to its sources. In section 3, I start the study of
quantization of the theory using the unique preferred least-dimensional point in reduced configuration space
as an “anchor” for constructing the wave-function of the Universe through a path-integral transition ampli-
tude. I show that such a theory has simple BRST symmetries and the wave-function conservation laws. I use
a given background to show that the propagator will include higher order contributions, likening properties
of the theory with those of Horava-Lifschitz. I then end with the conclusions.
2 The Classical Theory
Here I will show how to construct the most general action compatible with local symmetries in configuration
space.
Basic structure of Riem. In the present context, I will let M denote a spatial, closed (i.e. compact without
boundary) 3-dimensional manifold. For the non-relativistic gravitational systems in consideration here, I
will take configuration space to be the space Riem(M) =: Q, of positive-definite sections of the symmetric
covariant tensor bundle C∞+ (T∗M ⊗S T∗M) over M, which forms a subspace (a cone) of the Banach vector
space B := C∞(T∗M⊗S T∗M).8 This subspace has a one-parameter family of natural Riemannian structures,
induced pointwise by the metric gab:
(v, w)g :=
∫
d3x
√
g Gabcdλ vabwcd (4)
where Gabcdλ := g
acgbd − λgabgcd (when acting on symmetric tensor fields, vab = v(ab) and so on), and 0 ≤ λ <
1/3. These are called the DeWitt supermetrics (with DeWitt value λ), and they are often useful for explicit
calculation, such as in the proof of slice theorems [Ebi70, FM77].
2.1 Finding the most general symmetries compatible with our framework.
If one takes configuration space to be fundamental, one must consider symmetries that act intrinsically on it.
Here, I will argue that the most general such symmetries are conformal diffeomorphism transformations.
To find them, we first look at the Hamiltonian vector field associated to a smeared functional F[g,pi,λ],
polynomial in its variables. These functions generate transformations in canonical variables through the action
of their Poisson bracket, i.e. they have vector field χF generating flow along phase space as in ıχFΩ = dF,
where Ω is the canonical symplectic structure, and ı is the inner derivative. See figure 4. For example, in
Figure 4: Relation between a scalar function and its associated symplectic vector field. Here J0 is the symplectic
inversion map, and∇H is the gradient of the scalar function H, whose regular values define surfaces in phase
space.
general relativity, the scalar (super-Hamiltonian) constraints are given by (3), which we reproduce here:
H⊥(x) :=
(
piabpiab − 12pi2√
g
− R√g
)
(x) = 0 (5)
8Here I have chosen the degree of differentiability to be infinity, i.e. smooth functions. I will need this assumption in order to prove
the uniqueness of conformal symmetry; I need to consider functionals with an arbitrary number of derivatives in the metric. However,
it is well-known that in this case the space of sections above will form instead an inverse limit Banach manifold (Hilbert, once we have
introduced a complete metric) by the Sobolev construction. I will ignore these more technical obstructions here, assuming they do not
interfere with what I would like to achieve. For more on these matters, see [Gom11, Ebi70, FM77].
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and, given a particular linear combination of these constraints, defined by a smearing λ⊥, it generates the
following transformation:
δλ⊥gab(x) =
2λ⊥(piab − 12pigab)√
g
(x) (6)
depends not only on the metric, but also on the momenta (see figure 5). As a counter-example, the spatial
Figure 5: Many-fingered time issue: a single solution to Einstein’s equations (the slab of spacetime on the left)
between two Cauchy hypersurfaces (in purple) where two initial and final 3-geometries [g1], [g2] (the [ ] brack-
ets stand for ‘equivalence class under diffeomorphisms’) are specified, does not correspond to a single curve
in superspace (on the right). Instead, for each choice of foliation of the spacetime on the left that is compatible
with the boundary conditions [g1], [g2] there is a different curve in superspace. Here I have represented two
different choices of foliation in red and blue. The point being that one cannot find the “superspace” equiva-
lent to the full set of local symmetries of GR. This section shows that the maximal local symmetry acting on
the space of 3-metrics for which this is possible is conformal diffeomorphisms, giving conformal superspace.
Figure taken from arxiv [Mer17a] with permission.
diffeomorpshisms (2), generated by Ha = −∇bpiab = 0, act with the smearing λa as:
δ~λgab(x) = L~λgab(x)
which has pointwise dependence in Q (and M).
Indeed, for the associated symmetry to have an action on configuration space that is independent of the
momenta, F[g,pi,λ] must be linear in the momenta. This already severely restricts the forms of the functional
to
F[g,pi,λ] =
∫
F˜(g,λ)ab(x)piab(x) (7)
so that the infinitesimal gauge transformation for the gauge-parameter λ gives:
δλgab(x) = F˜(g,λ)ab(x)
A Poisson bracket here results in
{F[g,pi,λ1], F[g,pi,λ2]} =
∫
d3x
(
δF˜(g,λ1)ab
δgcd
piab F˜(g,λ2)cd − δF˜(g,λ2)abδgcd pi
ab F˜(g,λ1)cd
)
(8)
and this must close in order that it has any chances of being a symmetry generator (i.e. it must be a first class
constraint).
Let us for now assume that F˜(g,λ)ab is covariant tensor of rank two. This possibly requires integrating
away covariant derivatives from piab. If F˜ has no derivatives of the metric, F[g,pi,λ1], F[g,pi,λ2] will straight-
forwardly commute. But with no derivatives the only objects we can form are:
F˜(g,λ)ab = λgab , and F˜(g,λ)ab = λab
In the first case, F generates spatial conformal transformations, since:
{F[g,pi,λ], gab(x)} = λ(x)gab(x) , {F[g,pi,λ],piab(x)} = −λ(x)piab(x)
In the second case, they would imply that piab = 0, a constraint killing any possibility of dynamics.
Suppose F˜ is a tensor with two or more derivatives of the metric. For example,
F˜(g,λ)ab = λ(αRab + βRgab)
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A substantial amount of computations show that the algebra of equation (8) does not close for any values of α
and β. To see this, one needs to first calculate the general bracket, integrate away derivatives from one of the
smearings, λ1 which is then set to a Dirac-delta function, λ1(x) = δ(x, y). This gets rid of the integral signs
and gives us a local density which must vanish, for all values of the other smearing function, λ2(x). To finish
the proof, one shows that there are terms that cannot be proportional to F[g,pi,λ].
As a specific example, the Ricci flow, or the conformal Ricci flow do not have a local group action in Riem,
in the sense that commuting the flow with respect to two different smearings (usually the Ricci-flow is taken
with respect to a unit smearing), will not give another Ricci-flow. That is, the local generator of Ricci-flow
on phase space is F˜(g,λ)ab(x) = λRab(x), since this is what will generate δλgab(x) = λRab(x). Performing
the algorithm described above (see auxiliary Mathematica file), one obtains, integrating away all derivatives
away from λ2 and setting it as a Dirac delta, a single term containing derivatives of the momenta:
∇aλ1(2Rbc(∇apibc −∇cpiab))
which therefore cannot vanish by combination with the other terms.9
If one instead chose a term of the form βRλab one can show that the rank of this constraint is not constant
along phase space, and moreover it would imply that piab = 0 almost everywhere, as before. Taking (7)
to contain covariant derivatives of piab, with terms of the form e.g.: λ∇cR∇cpiab, is tantamount to taking a
generator of the form λ∇2R + ∂cλ∇cR. It can be shown that only the momentum constraint, generator of
diffeomorphisms, F(λ, g,pi) =
∫
d3x λa∇bpiab survives as the generators of a closed algebra [Gom15].10
These conclusions hold order by order in number of derivatives of the metric (see [GS16] for a method of
proof that would need to be pursued here, and accompanying auxiliary Mathematica file for the calculations).
The outcome is that the only relevant geometrical structure between the differentiable one and the metric one
is conformal geometry.
Based on these considerations, I will take the gauge symmetries in Riem(M) = Q compatible with the
foundation of the theory to be at most conformal diffeomorphism transformations.
2.2 The structure of conformal superspace.
Theories with gauge symmetry are defined by possessing redundant descriptions. In the present context, this
refers to 3-metrics, which are related by a symmetry transformation. Usually, a symmetry is only defined once
we have an action functional, by those transformations which leave such a functional invariant. Here I am
pursuing a different strategy: defining the local symmetries by demanding that configuration space have a
well-defined quotient. The appropriate mathematical tool for defining and exploring such a quotient is called
“a slice”. Its use shows us that the reduced configuration space has a rich geometrical structure [Fis70,FM77]; a
structure we can co-opt in order to build a wave-function of the Universe, as e.g. in the no-boundary proposal
[HH83]. The difference is that unlike in Hartle-Hawking, due to the physical nature of reduced configuration
space, we can obtain boundary conditions for the wave-function directly from gauge-invariant variational
principles, i.e. they are less arbitrary.
Basic structure Conformal superspace is the name given to the quotient of configuration space with respect
to the group of conformal transformations. First, let’s explain a bit further what this group is. I will here
mostly follow the nomenclature of [FM77].
Spatial diffeomorphisms, f ∈ Diff(M), act on the metric through pull-back, Diff×Q 3 ( f , g) 7→ f ∗g ∈ Q.
The infinitesimal action is given by the Lie derivative, i.e. for ξa the vector field flow of f , ddt ( f
∗
t g) = Lξg,
where f0 =Id. The orbits of the spatial diffeomorphisms in Q are along Killing directions wrt to the metric (4)
(see [DeW67]). Conformal transformations are designated by P , the group of positive scalar functions on M,
acting pointwise through multiplication, P ×Q 3 (ρ, g) 7→ ρg ∈ Q.
With these two groups, we can form the semi-direct product C := Diffn P , acting on Q. As Diff, the
set of conformal diffeomorphisms C forms an infinite-dimensional Lie group, with Lie algebra given by
the semi-direct sum of smooth vector fields C∞(TM) and scalar functions C∞(M). That is, let, f1, f2 be
diffeomorphisms, and ρ1, ρ2 two scalar transformations, conformal diffemorphisms have group structure
( f1, ρ1) · ( f2, ρ2) = ( f1 ◦ f2, ρ2(ρ1( f2))) where ρ2(ρ1( f2)) just means scalar multiplication at each x ∈ M as
ρ2(x)(ρ1( f2(x))). As with Diff, thus C is an infinite-dimensional regular Lie group and it acts on Q on the
right as a group of transformations by:
(Di f f nP)×Q → Q
(( f , ρ), g) 7→ ρ( f ∗g)
9Unless we further stipulate symmetries, which in this case would be overly restrictive in any case.
10In fact, the constraint (∇2 − 18 R)pi = 0 can also survive. This is the conformal Laplacian in 3-dimensions acting on the trace of the
momentum (which is a conformally invariant scalar density). By exploring conformal transformations one can show that this reduces to
the conformal constraint pi = 0 almost everywhere on phase space as well [Gom15].
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The slice theorem and stratified manifolds. Roughly speaking, a slice for the action of a group G on a
manifold X at a point x ∈ X is a manifold Sx, transversal to the orbit of x, Ox (see appendix A.1 for a rough
and brief sketch of definitions, corollaries and how proofs of existence work). If the isotropy group Gx of x
is trivial, then Sx gives a local chart for the space X/G near x. I.e. it gives X a local product structure, with
one of the factors being isomorphic to the group, U ' Sx × G, with U being a proper subset of X containing
x (see corollary 2 in appendix A.1). In this case, one can use the slice to parametrize the physically distinct
configurations. But complications arise when the isotropy groups of x ∈ X become non-trivial, because the
symmetry group in question may act qualitatively differently on different orbits.
In that case, let Nxo = {x ∈ X | Ix is conjugate to Ixo}. Then according to corollary 2, a slice theorem
shows that Nx/G is a manifold (since Ix doesn’t change dimension). Each such manifold defines a ‘stratum’,
containing the orbit Ox. Then (see [IM82] for a review):
Corollary 1 (Stratification) There exists an isomorphism X/G = S1 ∪ S2 · · · Sn with Si a stratum as above, where i
characterizes the dimensionality of an isotropy group, with S1 = Xˆ/G (for Xˆ = {x ∈ X | Ix = Id}), and Si+1 ⊂ ∂Si.
I.e. the strata are ordered by increasing symmetry and decreasing dimensionality.
Let us take the diffeomorphism group Diff =Diff(M), acting on the metrics through pull-back f ∗gab,
f ∈ Diff. For metrics that have non-trivial isometry groups, Ig ∈ Diff, we have a degenerate action of the
diffeomorphism group. For this reason, the quotient wrt the diffeomorphisms of the space of metrics Q over
M, has a structure with different strata.
Stratified manifolds have nested “corners” – each stratum corresponds to a dimension of the stabilizer
group, and has as boundaries a lesser dimensional stratum. The larger the stabilizer group, the lower the
strata. Let Qo be the set of metrics without isometries. This is a dense and open subset of Q, the space of
smooth metrics over M. Let In be the isometry group of the metrics gn, such that the dimension of In is dn. Then
the quotient space of metrics with isometry group In forms a manifold with boundaries, Qn/Diff(M) = Sn.
The boundary of Sn decomposes into the union of Sn′ for n′ > n (see [Fis70]).
A useful picture to have in mind for this structure is a “bottomless” tetrahedron (seen as a manifold with
boundaries). The interior of the tetrahedron has boundaries which decomposes into faces, whose boundaries
decompose into lines, whose boundaries are the single vertex at the top. The single vertex at the top of the
tetrahedron is geometrically singled out, and we will use it to construct our path integral.
2.3 The form of the Lagrangian
Now that we have explored the gauge structure of the symmetries which have the appropriate action on
metric configuration space, Q, we move on, to calculate the possible form of local square-root Lagrangians
which possess such symmetries.
To start the calculation, we note that if the 3-metric gab has conformal weight 4, i.e.δegab = 4egab, the
symmetric 2-tensor g˙ab, also has conformal weight 4, and the undensitized totally anti-symmetric 3-tensor eabc
has conformal weight −6.
Thus, as a necessary condition to have a conformal diffeomorphism invariant action, we must match the
following tensor indices and conformal weights:
Tensor: −3Ne + 2Ng˙ + 2Ng − 2Ng−1 + N∇ = 0 (9)
Conformal: −3Ne + 2Ng˙ + 2Ng − 2Ng−1 = −3 (10)
⇒ N∇ = −3
It turns out that the only polynomial invariant we can form with three derivatives of the metric is the Chern-
Simons functional [Ber96],
CS[g] =
∫
d3x(dΓ ∧ Γ+ 2
3
Γ3) (11)
where Γ(gab) is the Levi-Civita connection one form associated to gab.
Since CS[g] is a conformal diffeomorphism invariant, From functionally differentiating it, we obtain the
symmetric tensor:
δCS[g]
δgab
=
√
gCab
where the (undensitized) Cotton tensor is defined as:
Cab := eacd∇c
(
Rbd − 14δ
b
dR
)
(12)
where here we are using the undensitized totally anti-symmetric pseudo-tensor eabc.
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Since it is a functional derivative of a conformal diffeomorhism invariant functional, under an infinitesimal
diffeomorhism δξgab = Lξgab, or infinitesimal conformal transformation, δρgab = ρgab, it must remain invari-
ant. Thus besides being symmetric, we obtain equations telling us that the Cotton tensor is also transverse
and traceless:
Cab = C(ab) , Cab ;b = 0 , Caa = 0 (13)
Thus, under a conformal transformation gab → e4ρgab
√
ge6ρCab[e4ρg] =
δCS[e4ρg]
δ(e4ρgab)
= e−4ρ δCS[g]
δgab
= e−4ρ√gCab[g]
we get Cab → e−10ρCab.
The Cotton is the unique tensor which transforms covariantly under conformal diffeomorphism in 3-
dimensions, and its determination completely specifies the conformal geometry of a metric (see [GHHM04]).
With it, we can form scalars by contraction, Ca1a2 C
a2
a3 · · ·Cana1 transforming as e(−6n)ρ, since we need to use n
metrics to contract all the tensors. Since this is a scalar, we can take the n-th roots, so that we match the con-
formal factor of
√
g to make a conformal invariant density. For n = 1, since the Cotton is traceless, we get just
zero. Thus we arrive at the simplest conformally invariant density function:
√
g
√
CabCab =
√
gΞ
Where we called
√
CabCab =: Ξ, i.e. the ‘Cotton norm’. It is the square root of two terms with three powers
of derivative each. However, this term is non-local in a more controlled fashion than non-localities emerging
from inverse differential operators. Without the use of a reference density (a background structure), there is
no way to formulate a conformally invariant kinetic term, as we now do.
The simplest candidate for a conformal-diffeomorphism invariant Lagrangian is:
£ =
∫
d3x
√
gΞ (g˙cd − (Lξg)cd − ρgcd)(g˙cd −Lξgcd − ρgcd) (14)
This Lagrangian is quadratic in the velocities (multiplied by a positive conformal factor), and is invariant wrt
the gauge transformations; it thus defines a conformally invariant metric in Q (see (79) in appendix A.2)
(v, w)g :=
∫
d3x
√
gΞ vabwab (15)
for v, w ∈ TgQ. The Lagrange multipliers ξa and ρ have been inserted in (14) to guarantee invariance under
time-dependent gauge transformations, as we explain below. But the same principles could generate:
£ =
∫
d3x
√
g
(
(g˙cd − (Lξg)cd − ρgcd)(g˙cd −Lξgcd − ρgcd) ∑
n=0
αn(C
a1
a2 C
a2
a3 · · ·Can+1a1 )1/n+1
+∑
m
Λm(C
a1
a2 C
a2
a3 · · ·Cama1)1/m
)
+ f (CS[g]) (16)
where Λm are a generalization of a cosmological constant, and f (CS[g]) is a general function of the Chern-
Simons functional and αn are arbitrary constants.11
The least amount of derivatives of the metric we can get (besides zero), with an ultralocal (tensorial) su-
permetric and no other ingredients, gives:
£ =
∫
d3x
√
gΞ
(
Λ+ (g˙cd − (Lξg)cd − ρgcd)(g˙cd −Lξgcd − ρgcd)
)
+ αCS[g] (17)
The transformations of ξa and ρ Under a time dependent diffeomorphism, f ∗t gab, and under a conformal
transformation eegab, maintaining invariance would require the transformations (at t = 0)
δξ = e˙ − [ξ ,e] and δρ = e˙− ξa∂ae− ea∂aρ (18)
11 We could also add L(g) = ∇2− 18 R, the conformal Laplacian, sandwiched between functions of appropriate homogeneous conformal
weight. That is, for a function f which does not transform under our conformal change, we have L(e4ρg) f = e−5ρL(g)(eρ f ), which won’t
be invariant unless f 7→ e−ρ f and we have another term cancelling the e5ρ on the lhs of the operator. Similarly, but with more constraints
on the coupling, we could add the higher order Paneitz operator [Pan08], which also transforms conformally covariantly, provided, again,
we wanted to couple functions with another appropriate conformal weight. These can be added and studied in a case by case basis, but
they will not be considered here. See [Fac13] for a manner of constructing these types of operators.
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where e := ea ∂∂xa is the vector field flow of ft at t = 0 and f0 =Id (we use boldface to simplify the notation for
equations involving the commutator). Thus, ξa and ρ transform in a manner to cancel the extra terms. In the
transformations for ea:
δegab = Legab
δe g˙ab = Le˙gab + Le g˙ab (19)
so
δeLξ gcd = Le˙gcd −L[ξ ,e]gcd + LξLegcd = Le˙gcd + LeLξ gcd
The transformations for ρ follow a similar pattern. Putting them together, we get:
δ(g˙cd − (Lξ g)cd − ρgcd) = Le(g˙cd − (Lξ g)cd − ρgcd) (20)
which means that this combination transforms covariantly wrt to conformal diffeomorphisms, a non-trivial
result. The transformation of the shift, ξa, can be checked to be inherited by a space-time formulation, when
identified with components of the spacetime metric under the ADM decomposition.
But in the present case, in which one is abdicating the space-time view, they must come from a different
source, and indeed they do; they arise from the transformation properties of connection-one-forms, in princi-
ple fiber bundles (as I elaborate in appendix A). In other words, instead of appealing to a spacetime picture,
we merely take the true gauge structure of Riem under conformal diffeomorphisms. It forms a principal fiber
bundle [Gom11], and thus we can use connection 1-forms to covariantize derivatives wrt field-dependent
gauge transformations (see figure 6).
Figure 6: An illustration of the physical configuration space in the case of relations between three particles
(triangles). Vertical motion (generated by the symmetries G) changes the representation of the triangle in
Cartesian space QN — rotations, scalings, and translations — while horizontal motion changes the shape of
the triangle (e.g., its internal angles). As is standard in the context of principal fiber bundles, horizontality is
determined by a choice of connection-form v in configuration space. Figure taken from arxiv [Mer17a], with
permission.
In particular, from (76) (derived in all generality in [GR17]), for spatial diffeomorphisms we would obtain,
for the connection 1-form (in field space), ω, under a vertical field-dependent (i.e. time-dependent) transfor-
mation:
δξ (ω(g˙)) = ξ˙ − [ω(g˙), ξ ] (21)
which matches the first of (18), for ωa(g˙) identified with the shift, ξa. The connection-form guarantees gauge-
covariance. In the case of the group C, it embodies “parallel transport” of location along time — also described
as an ‘equilocality’ relation [Bar94] — and parallel transport of scale along time.
If we define the connection form by orthogonality to the group orbits with respect to the conformally
invariant metric (15), the defining equations for ξa and ρ would be:
∇a
(
Ξ (g˙ab +∇(aξb) − ρgab)
)
= 0 (22)
g˙abgab − div(ξ)− 3ρ = 0 (23)
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Upon a Legendre transformation, these would equal the first class constraints of the theory, which form a Lie
algebra, as we show below in (26).
Hamiltonian version Using (22) to get rid of extra terms that would arise from taking the variational deriva-
tive of the connection form wrt g˙ab, we have
δL
δg˙cd
=: picd=ˆ
√
gΞ (g˙cd − (Lξg)cd − ρgcd) (24)
where the hat means we have used (22).
The Hamiltonian form of (17) is easily worked out to be:
H =
∫
d3x
(
piabpiab
4
√
gΞ
− gabLξpiab − ρgabpiab −√gΞ Λ
)
− αCS[g] (25)
The transformations (18) guarantee that the action:
S =
∫
piab g˙ab −H
is invariant wrt to generalized field-space dependent conformal diffeomorphisms.
If we furthermore want the action to be invariant wrt the choice of field-space connection 1-form, we
obtain the usual form of the constraints. As is the case in general relativity, their content is, as expected, that
the gravitational momentum is transverse and traceless,12
Db(x) := ∇apiab(x) = 0 and D(x) := piabgab(x) = 0 (26)
The commutator relations, with smearings ξa and ρ are:
{Db(ξb1), Db(ξb2)} = Db([ξ1, ξ2]b) , {Db(ξb), D(ρ)} = D(ξa∂aρ) and {D(ρ1), D(ρ2)} = 0 (27)
The equations of motion of the metric and the momenta are:
g˙ab =
piab
2
√
gΞ
−Lξgab − ρgab (28)
p˙iab =
1
2
√
gΞ
(
piacpibc −
piijpiij
Ξ2
(CacCbc + C
cd δCcd
δgab
)
)
−Λ√g
(
Ξ
2
gab +
1
Ξ
Ccd
δCcd
δgab
)
− αCab −Lξpiab − ρpiab (29)
The functional derivative of the Cotton tensor is rather involved, and we thus leave its form implicit.
2.4 Coupling to matter
The coupling of matter is usually determined by minimal coupling in general relativity. It is an important
issue to settle under the new management of different symmetry principles. However, it is too complicated
an issue to be discussed to completion here. I leave a devoted study for the near future.
The solution employed by York et al. [IMJWY76] and Isenberg et al [IN77] for the conformal weight of
extra matter fields, was to make them zero. That is, the extra fields are then only carried along by the trans-
formations of the metric. This automatically makes the usual Yang-Mills Lagrangian conformally covariant at
least.
Coupling of massless vector potentials. Under a conformal transformation gab → e4φgab, terms that depend
on the derivative of φ would appear in the Christoffel symbols, and only highly special combinations of these
can get rid of such derivative terms (i.e. the Cotton tensor). Thus for (possibly Lie-algebra valued) one forms
Aa, we need to have anti-symmetry in spatial derivatives, as in ∇[a Ab]∇[a Ab], so that the corresponding term
can be conformally covariant. That is because anti-symmetrized covariant derivatives of vector fields don’t
register different Christoffel symbols (for Levi-Civita connections),
∇[a Ab] = ∂[a Ab] + Γc[ab]Ac = ∂[a Ab] := Bab
12An interesting project is to define the theory wrt a particular connection form, i.e. with a particular horizontal lift. One would have a
non-local action which is diffeomorphism invariant, but no associated free Lagrange multiplier. This has not been explored.
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In other words, no symmetrized spatial derivatives of spin-1 forms can appear, since otherwise there would
be no way to make the coupling conformally covariant without the introduction of a further Weyl-connection
[Wey18], and this we would like to avoid (see [GK11]).13
If there are no terms of the form Aagab Ab, then the potential for the field can only appear with anti-
symmetric spatial derivatives described above; the symmetrized part is not dynamical. There must thus be
a redundancy of description. This is just the symmetry Aa → Aa + ∂aψ, in the case of U(1) for some scalar
function ψ. By the usual arguments of gauge theory, this redundancy elicits the introduction of a spatial Gauss
constraint. Indeed, as elaborated in appendix A), we would replace time derivatives by ‘gauge-corrected’, or
horizontal derivatives,
A˙a → A˙a − ∂aω
where, under a vertical field-dependent (i.e. time-dependent) U(1) transformation ψ, the field-space connec-
tion one-form ω transforms, from the equivalent of (76), as ω → ψ˙, i.e. it transforms just as A0 would in a
covariant picture. Here, again, instead of appealing to a spacetime picture, we merely take the true gauge
structure of the field space of spatial vector potentials, A, under U(1), finding covariant structures as in the
spacetime picture.
Let the conjugate density to Aa be Eb, for which we define the undensitized E¯b
√
g = Eb. These are the fields
that are required to be conformally invariant. In this case the Gauss constraint doesn’t require a compensating
field for the conformal transformation since
√
g∇aE¯a = √g 1√g∂a(
√
gE¯a) = ∂aEa
Following the usual recipe, the conformally invariant Hamiltonian for this field up to quadratic order be-
comes:14:
Hvec =
∫
d3x
(αvEa gabEb + βvgBab gacgbd Bcd√
gΞ1/3
− AaLξEa + λ∂aEa
)
(30)
where αv, βv are coupling constants, the scaled permittivity and the magnetic permeability, respectively, i.e.
[βv] ∼ [µ0]/L and [αv] ∼ [e0]/L (note that [Ξ1/3] = L−1). Note that, since only the metric transforms under
conformal transformations, both terms Ea gabEb and g∇[a Ab] gacgbd∇[c Ad] have the same conformal weight,
e4φ, and thus require the same compensation by the denominator.
Besides the presence of U(1) symmetry, these are other “coincidences” between standard relativistic elec-
tromagnetism and this, spatial conformal coupling to vector field Hamiltonians. In other words, conformal
covariance and requiring the two terms in the Hamiltonian to have the same weight requires some sort of
relativity principle — we could only match even powers of E with even powers of the anti-symmetrized ∇A.
Apart from the presence of Ξ, the equations of motion for E and A assume the standard form:
E˙a = βv
√
g∇b
(∇[a Ab]
Ξ1/3
)
−LξEa (31)
A˙a =
αv√
gΞ1/3
Ea + ∂aλ+ LξAa (32)
From these two equations we can get back to the Lagrangian equations of motion (setting ξa = 0 = λ):
A¨a =
αvβv
Ξ2/3
(
∇b∇[a Ab] −
1
3
∇[a Ab]∇b lnΞ
)
− A˙a
(
g˙
2
+
1
3
d
dt
lnΞ
)
(33)
where g˙ = gab g˙ab. In the adiabatic limit for the scale part of the geometry (g˙ = 0, which is usually part of the
gauge for the metric dofs) rewriting the wave-equation in terms of the vector potential, assuming that∇a lnΞ
is small when compared to the gradients of the magnetic field, schematically |∇a lnΞ| and in the divergence-
free gauge (∇a Aa = 0), we obtain:
A¨a =
αvβv
Ξ2/3
(∇2 Aa − Rba Ab) (34)
which is the standard form of the wave-equation for the vector potential in curved space-time (for c = 1)
Aα − RαβAα = 0
13 Weyl’s notion of conformal potential to correct for derivatives of the conformal factor would change the analysis through the intro-
duction of another field – the one Weyl tried to identify with the electromagnetic potential. The introduction of this field would however
also allow for a different set of vacuum Lagrangians.
14Were we to include internal indices, we would merely have to also include the Killing inner product for the Lie algebra at hand in the
Hamiltonian, and ∇[c Ad] → ∇[a AIb] + α f IJK AJa AKb which still transforms in the same way.
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(for the space-time Ricci tensor and the covariant D’Alembertian) when A0 = 0 and the extrinsic curvature is
transverse and traceless (by the contracted Gauss-Codazzi equation, this implies that R0a = 0), where[
αvβv
Ξ2/3
]
∼ [µ0e0] ∼ [c2]
One possible line of investigation regards the degree to which local inhomogeneities in the gravitational
field (parametrized by∇a lnΞ) influence the standard curved spacetime electrodynamics equation. Note that,
having been gauge-fixed, the equations of motion (34) need no longer be conformally invariant.
Coupling of massless scalar fields. Accordingly, if we want to use the same principles for a scalar field
Hamiltonian, for a simple kinetic term of the form p2ϕ, a potential term of the form ∂aϕ gab ∂bϕ and a mass
term of the form m2ϕ2, we obtain the anisotropic Hamiltonian:
Hscl =
∫
d3x
(1
2
p2ϕ√
gΞ
− ϕLξ pϕ − 12
√
g
(
Ξ m2ϕ2 − βs Ξ1/3 ∂aϕ gab ∂bϕ
) )
(35)
Given the possible conformal weights, we need to classify the types of matter potentials and kinetic terms
according to the analogous equations (9) and (10). In an effective field theory framework, we need to add
all the terms compatible with the symmetries, which would include more complicated derivative couplings.
These are all interesting questions, and there seems to be a lot of room for phenomenological study of this
dynamical hierarchy, which is all left for the future.
The equations of motion are:
ϕ˙ =
pϕ
Ξ
√
g
−Lξϕ (36)
p˙ϕ =
(√
gΞ m2ϕ− βs ∂b
(√
g Ξ1/3 gab ∂aϕ
))
−Lξ pϕ (37)
Note that the equations of motion are explicitly conformally invariant, and that the leading term in p˙ϕ for
Ξ << 1 is the kinetic one, not the mass one. For ξ = m = 0, and pϕ a constant in time, we obtain the elliptic,
conformally invariant equation:
∂b
(√
g Ξ1/3 gab ∂aϕ
)
= 0⇒ 1
3
∂b ln(Ξ) gab ∂aϕ+∇2ϕ = 0 (38)
where 13∂b ln(Ξ) g
ab ∂aϕ+∇2ϕ is only conformally covariant. As in the electromagnetism case, for correspon-
dence with GR we will work in approximations where ∂b ln(Ξ) is small, which fixes gauge transformations to
the extent that ∂bρ << ρ.15
A simple approximate classical cosmological solution: Bianchi IX. Spherical symmetry implies that the
Cotton tensor vanishes, and so any expansion around such a metric for the Hamiltonian (25) is subtle. Nonethe-
less, there are cosmological models, mostly based on Bianchi IX, which are anisotropic and carry shape degrees
of freedom (see [KMS18] for a discussion of these models in the context of shape dynamics). The Bianchi IX
spatial metric is of the (abstract-index) form:
gIXab = a
2
1σ1 ⊗ σ1 + a22σ2 ⊗ σ2 + a23σ3 ⊗ σ3 (39)
where dσi = 12eijkσj ∧ σk are left-invariant one-forms, defined on the 3-surface M (here considered to be 3-
spheres). In principle the coefficients ai can have arbitrary dependence on time, however, here I will limit
myself to the regime where this dependence is very slow. Since we have a conformally invariant model, the
parametrization (39) just forms “a section” for our metric; we can multiply this metric arbitrarily by a factor
φ. We will fix this factor as follows.
Let us take such a history of 3-metrics, gab(t) in a gravitational adiabatic limit, so that 16 O(piab) ∼ e, and
choose α = ρ = ξ = Λ = 0. It is easy to see that this is an approximate (up to order e) solution for the
equations of motion (28)-(29):
g˙ab =
piab
2
√
gΞ
∼ O(1) (40)
p˙iab =
1
2
√
gΞ
(
piacpibc −
piijpiij
Ξ2
(CacCbc + C
cd δCcd
δgab
)
)
∼ O(e) (41)
15Which is not a conformally invariant condition I.e. it only makes sense in some gauge, analogously to statements that, without extra
symmetry assumptions, Rabcd is small (it is also only a diffeomorphism covariant quantity.)
16Here, gravitationally adiabatic means that, if coupled to another source, e.g. electromagnetism, as above, the rate of change g˙ab is
small when compared with Ea. Of course, this includes the static case, g˙ab = 0.
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as long as the conformal geometry stays approximately flat, to the extent that O(Ξ) ∼ O(e).
For traceless momenta and divergence-free ξ, setting ρ = 0 means that the trace g˙ = g˙abgab is constant. We
can set the conformal factor to be determined by the local volume form of the unit round 3-sphere. A priori,
solutions of the equations of motion merely give us a field-history such as gab(t). To recover a spacetime, we
need to establish how the instantaneous configurations connect along time. The connection-form v, discussed
in appendix A.2 (see (76)) provides the “shift” part of the metric.
From here on we assume that g˙ = g˙abgab = 0. Then, assuming ∇a lnΞ is small when compared to the
gradients of the magnetic field, (33) becomes (34), and we can use the propagation of vector fields to “recon-
struct a space-time metric”. That is, using the characteristics of the electromagnetic wave-equation (34) to
build a light-cone, we can also reconstruct a “duration”, or lapse. We thus have a 4-metric approximately of
the standard Bianchi IX form (with zero shift, i.e under horizontal lifts by some connection-form):
ds2 = −N2dt2 + gIXab (42)
where N2 = αvβvΞ2/3 is of the same dimension as c
2. Of course, away from the adiabatic limit of the geometry,
we would not have such a simple solution at hand, and with inhomogeneities in the Cotton norm (i.e. when
|∂Ξ| >> |Ξ|) we couldn’t use (34) and the simple form for reconstructing spacetime would no longer be avail-
able. On the up-side, this result gives some hope in modifying quantum cosmology in a regime-dependent
manner, where inhomogeneities in space and time affect the speed of light for example.
Approximating Schwarzschild. There are further challenges to this theory when it comes to obtaining clas-
sical solutions which rely on spherical symmetry, such as an analogue of a Schwarzschild solution to model
the solar system. Here the solution is to slightly deform the spherical metric, given by a1 = a2 = a3 in (39), to
a1 → κ + eai. In that case, we can arrive at an estimate for O(Ξ) from its conformal weight. Namely, under a
conformal transformation ρgab the Cotton norm itself would obtain a term ρ−3 (which cancels the similar term
coming from the determinant of the metric). Since e is deemed to be diagonal in the metric, and it is taken
as an infinitesimal transformation, we obtain that Ξ ∼ e. According to the previous section, we can solve the
equations of motion for the metric as long as piab ∼ e (for Λ = α = ξ = 0).
We will use the scalar field to construct the lapse in this approach. We will choose the simplest possible
such construction under spherical symmetry, with ϕ˙ = N, and ϕ(r, t) = ϕ(r)t. Since we are assuming that the
metric degrees of freedom are also static, using (36) this means that p˙ϕ = 0.
Spherical symmetry for the background implies that that background is conformally flat.17 We thereby set
gab = Ω4δab where δab is the standard flat metric in spherical coordinates, δab =
(
dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2(θ)dϕ2)
)
.
For the conformal factor, we assume it is analytic, and well-behaved at infinity, thus: Ω = ∑i=0 mi/ri. Here
the dimensionful constants mi are setting the relevant scales to the system. Now, setting ξa = 0, since p˙ϕ = 0,
and in the approximations where ∂b lnΞ << 1 in a particular gauge, we can use (38), obtaining:
∂2ϕ+ 2∂aΩ δab∂bϕ ≈ 0
The requirement ∂b lnΞ << 1 also implies a domain of validity for Ω. Setting m1 = m and mi = 0, ∀i > 1,
this implies that r >> m. It can be checked that, for large enough distances, the solution to this equation is
ϕ = 1− 2bm+2r +O(r−2), with b another integration constant of the same dimensions as m (and r), which we
set to m as well. This ‘coincidence’ is not explained here. We can then rewrite to this order ϕ = N =
(
1− m2r
1+ m2r
)
,
obtaining
ds2 = −
(
1− m2r
1+ m2r
)2
dt2 + (1+
m
2r
)4
(
dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2(θ)dϕ2)
)
(43)
This is the Schwarzschild solution in isotropic coordinates. Although this is encouraging, it does not yet have
the same significance as the Schwarzschild solutions, as we have not shown an equivalent of the Birkhoff
theorem (as has been done for shape dynamics [Gom14]), and we cannot know if it is the metric forming from
collapse, and it also should not be valid for small radii. Nonetheless, it seems that in the approximations we
are enforcing, one can obtain standard phenomena related to GR in the solar system.
Deviations from spherical symmetry are required so that the equations of motion are well-defined, but we
found approximations (in both field values and spatial domains) in which the specific form of these deviations
would only show up on;y at higher order of the equations of motion.
17This is true even if the manifold is spatially closed, since a Sobolov conformal factor can be used to decompactify it.
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3 The path integral
To concretely discuss this path integral, one would have to specify the measure of integration specifically, and
describe a regularization procedure. We won’t have much to say about either regularization or integration
measures at this point. The only point which we will dwell on is that of gauge-fixing Sec. 3.2, BRST transfor-
mations Sec. 3.3, and invariance of the wave-function Sec. 3.4, since they illustrate the ease with which one
can treat the spatial conformal diffeomorphisms, as opposed to the spacetime diffeomorphisms.
We want to define a wave-function anchored on some preferred boundary conditions on physical config-
uration space. That is, given a preferred physical configuration [go], schematically (see (53) below for more
details)
Ψ([g]) :=
∫
D[γ] exp iS([γ([go], [g])])/h¯ (44)
I.e. we perform a path integral in reduced configuration space connecting this ‘anchor’ to the given [g]. We
will discuss the role and definition of [go] in section 3.1, below.
3.1 Preferred strata and variational principles for boundary conditions.
In Hartle-Hawking, there is some subtlety on how one goes about this integration,18 but [go] is generally
regarded as related to the completely degenerate metric, gab = 0. In our case, things are different.
In general relativity, there is no intrinsic action of the local symmetries on configuration space (i.e. the
action of the refoliations don’t project down to configuration space, as illustrated by equation (6) and figure
6). Thus, specifying conditions on the quotient space of configurations doesn’t have any meaning. Here, we
have the opposite state of affairs, and the stratification above has salient significance.
In particular, one can single out configurations with the highest possible dimension of the stabilizer sub-
group, the most homogeneous configurations, as we saw in section 2.2. Such a prescription would have no
gauge-invariant meaning in a generally covariant theory. Let us elaborate. The set defining the corners of
physical configuration space is:
Φo = {Og ⊂ Q | Ig ⊂ C has maximum dimension} (45)
Such a set is composed of the least dimensional, and simplest — in the sense that they correspond to the most
homogeneous configurations — corners of reduced configuration space. It is these preferred singular points
of configuration space that I will define as an origin of the transition amplitude, or the “anchor” of the path
integral —- as is done in Hartle-Hawking [HH83], Vilenkin [Vil86], and Linde [Lin84] — below. Unlike Hartle-
Hawking, however, such boundary conditions on Q/C are physical, and extremize a given gauge-invariant
quantity; for instance, the dimension of the strata (or the dimension of the isotropy group).
Depending on the symmetries acting of configuration space, and on the topology of M, one can have
different such preferred configurations. For the case at hand – in which we have both scale and diffeomor-
phism symmetry and M = S3— there exists a unique such preferred point. It is easy to show that in this
case Φo = {[Ωo]} where Ωo is the round sphere metric (see e.g. [Giu09]),19 as it has the maximum number of
conformal Killing vector fields. Differently than before, the boundary conditions are given by an extremum
principle, which works at a topological level. Are there other sorts of gauge-invariant functionals we could
have chosen to minimize? Are there other variational criteria of boundary conditions for our wave-function?
Indeed, one could also obtain the same implementation of a variational principle for the preferred bound-
ary conditions using any conformally invariant functional. However, as we saw in section 2.3, these are not so
easily constructed. Let us look at three known examples.
We start with the Yamabe functional [LP87]: Y[g]→ R, given by
Y[g] := inf
θ
∫
d3x
√
g
(
(∇θ)2 + 18 Rθ2
)
∫
d3x
√
gθ6
1/3
(46)
which is invariant under the simultaneous transformations gab → e4αgab, θ → θ/α and another is the Chern-
Simons functional given in (11). And yet another is the following integral:∫
d3
√
g∑
m
βm(C
a1
a2 C
a2
a3 · · ·Cama1)1/m (47)
18A 3+1 decomposition is utilized for concrete calculations, and the meaning of the Euclidean path integral becomes more subtle.
19For this analysis I assumed that no degenerate metrics are allowed. If they are allowed, then the analysis differs. The completely
degenerate metric would be a natural candidate in this extended configuration space, as it possesses the full group of diffeomorphisms
as a stabilizer. However, it is not clear how to connect the completely degenerate metric to the rest of reduced configuration space.
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where βm are constants. In all of these examples, the conformal equivalence class of the round sphere extrem-
izes the functional. In the first two cases, they are the unique extrema.
Let us quickly show that this is the case for the Yamabe functional (see also [Mur89]). Given the extremizing
scale u, and g¯ab = u4gab, in (46), the functional derivative of the Yamabe constat is given by:
δhY[g] =
∫
d3x
√
g
(
−1
8
u2Rab(g¯) +
1
3
Y[g]u6gab
)
hab
and thus extremization yields
−3u2Rab(g¯) +Y[g]u6gab = −Rab(g¯) +Y[g]g¯ab = 0
Since Y[g] is a constant, the only solution is that g¯ab has constant Ricci curvature; i.e. it is the round sphere.
Indeed, the Yamabe functional was the first tentative analogue for shape dynamics of the “complexity func-
tional” used in the particle model to obtain the arrow of time [BKM14].
For the Chern-Simons functional, one must merely know that its functional derivative wrt the metric gives
the Cotton tensor, which vanishes only for conformally flat metrics. These all give converging arguments for
the round 3-sphere as the variationally selected boundary conditions for the wave-function of the Universe.
The conclusions up to now are valid also for shape dynamics. In fact, they can be used to quantize the
theory as is advocated in [Gom17]. Now, we will move on to theories based on local Lagrangians.20
3.2 Gauge fixation
For completion of our illustration of the formalism under these new symmetry principles, will now see how
much simpler the formal (and abstract) study of symmetries under the path integral quantization may become.
The action of the present simple model is given through (25) simply as
S =
∫
dt
(∫
d3x g˙abpiab −H
)
(48)
The local gauge transformations, under the parameters ea(x) and e(x) are given by (from (18)-(19)):
δgab(x) = Legab(x) + egab(x)
δpiab = Lepiab(x)− epiab(x)
δξ = e˙ − [ξ ,e]
δρ = e˙− ξa∂ae− ea∂aρ (49)
In order to path integrate the exponential of iS, we must select a unique representative among each field
history related by iteration of the infinitesimal transformations (49). The simplest possible gauge condition
one can choose is
ξa = 0 (50)
ρ = 0 (51)
These could be implemented by adding the Gaussian term
Sg.f. =
1
σ
∫
dt
∫
d3x
√
g
(
ρ2 + ξagabξb
)
(52)
and taking the limit σ→ 0.
Note that in GR, it is not possible to choose the gauge for the lapse as N = 0 (or in our notation of equation
(6), λ⊥ = 0), since this would also “kill the dynamics” (again, here a problem of mixing between dynamics
and gauge freedom).21
In whichever manner we rebuild spacetime, condition (50) tells us that the line joining two points with the
same spatial coordinates lying on two neighboring surfaces will be normal to the first surface. This condition,
together with (26), (28) and condition (51), tell us that the metric won’t change its local volume form along
time. In fact, these conditions are equivalent to having the choice of curve inQ representing the curve inQ/C
be given by a horizontal lift, according to a connection in the principal fiber bundle, as described briefly in
appendix A (see figure 4). Of course, any horizontal lift still leaves the freedom to have a global transformation,
20A different construction principle exists for shape dynamics, not reliant on locality, but on the existence of mutually gauge-fixing
symmetries [Gom15]. That result, when taken in light of [GS16], implies uniqueness of shape dynamics up to theories of second order in
gravitational momenta.
21It is possible nonetheless, to choose such a gauge for the perturbation fields in the background field formalism [BBHV+16].
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Figure 7: The principal fiber bundle picture with group G, showing a horizontally lifted curve from the base
space (conformal superspace) into configuration space (Q). (this picture ignores the stratified structure of the
base space).
identical at the endpoints of each curve. For any given choice on the particular initial metric g1 representing
the initial conformal geometry [g1], the horizontal lift γH of the given path [γ] will determine the form of the
final metric as well g2 = γH(t2).22 Of course, not all the paths need end at the same representative, i.e. in
principle, for two different base space paths [γ], [γ˜]:
γH(t2) = g2 6= g˜2 = γ˜H(t2)
In fact, this non-trivial holonomy is a representation of the curvature of the connection used to horizontally
lift the paths. While it is known that the purely conformal lift has trivial holonomy, the diffeomorphism part
usually has a non-trivial one [GMM91, FG89, BHM13, Gom11].
We are interested in a wave-function of the Universe, a la Hartle-Hawking but here with an initial state
given by the orbit [go], of the least dimensional stratum of Q/C. Choosing any metric g, schematically we
have:
Ψ(g) :=
∫
D f
∫ g
f ∗go
Dγ exp iS[γH( f ∗go, g)]/h¯ (53)
where here f ∈ Diff acts on an arbitrary representative of goab and is integrated over with some measure
(which we discuss). A Haar measure is not required here; unlike the standard case, we are not doing a group
averaging procedure: each path on the base space corresponds to at most one f . That is, starting from g, each
horizontal lift of the curve [γ] will hit f ∗go for a unique f . For instance, if the curvature of the field-space
connection form is zero, there is no relative holonomy on the fiber for two paths γ1,γ2, interpolating between
g and (the orbit of) [go]. Thus all the lifts for the paths would end up in a single height, a single representative,
f ∗go. Then the path integral over D f will acquire a functional delta, cancelling the integral. This is what
happens with the purely conformal transformations, since they are Abelian and our choice above (51) has no
associated curvature [GMM91]. Interestingly, these sort of gauge-fixings avoid a Gribov ambiguity, but only
at the cost of dealing with a further functional integral and the effects of field-space curvature.
The wavefunction, given by Ψ(g), obeys the respective conservation laws:23
gab
δΨ(g)
δgab
= 0, ∇a δΨ(g)
δgab
= 0 (54)
as I will now show.
22In [Tei83], Teitelboim seeks to keep the arbitrariness in coordinate system independent at each end. For this purpose, he introduces a
second interval in the path integral, with different gauge conditions. This severely complicates the analysis, as now one must also worry
about folding (gluing) properties of the path integral.
23We note that in the case of odd-dimensional Weyl symmetries, there is no conformal anomaly, and thus the path measure can be
suitably made Weyl-invariant in conjunction with the action [Ber96]. This is also true in the Hamiltonian setting if the anomalies have a
local representation [Gom13].
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3.3 BRST invariance
The ghost action The ghost action is obtained by replacing the infinitesimal parameters in the gauge vari-
ation of the gauge-fixings (50) and (51), given by (49), by anti-commuting parameters, the ghosts, ηa, η, and
contracting them with the anti-ghosts, η¯a, η¯. That is, taking the BRST variations (which we define in the next
paragraph)
δBξ = η˙ − [ξ ,η ] (55)
δBρ = η˙ − ξa∂aη − ηa∂aρ (56)
where ξ = ξa ∂∂xa and the square brackets stand for the usual vector field commutator. One thus obtains:
Sghost = −i
∫
dt
∫
d3x
√
g (η¯a(η˙a − [ξ ,η ]a) + η¯(η˙ − ξa∂aη − ηa∂aρ)) (57)
which on the gauge-fixing surface becomes simply:
Sghost=ˆ− i
∫
dt
∫
d3x
√
g (η¯aη˙a + η¯η˙) (58)
where the hat indicates restriction to the gauge-fixing surface. The reduction in complexity, when compared
to the similar term in the unitary gauge-fixing of ADM gravity, [Tei83] is considerable.
BRST transformations I mentioned above the BRST variations. They are defined as above for the fields ξa
and ρ. For the metric, they are defined in the same way, replacing va and θ by ηa and η. This guarantees that
the classical part of the action, i.e. (48), remains BRST invariant. For η and ηa, the BRST transformations are
defined as follows:
δBη
a =
1
2
[η ,η ]a, δBη = ηa∂cη (59)
The first equation does not vanish due to the anti-commuting nature of the ghosts, indeed [η ,η ]a = 2ηb∂bηa.
Defining ζa as the time-derivative of ηa, from the commutation property of the BRST differential with the time
derivative:
δBζ
a := δB
dηa
dt
=
d
dt
δBη
a =
1
2
([η , ζ ]a + [ζ ,η ]a) = [ζ ,η ]a with ζa =
dηa
dt
(60)
Now, δ2B can be see to vanish when acting on η
a due to the Jacobi identity. On η we have
δ2Bη =
1
2
[η ,η ]a∂aη + ηa∂a(ηb∂bη)
which vanishes since ηaηb∂a∂bη = 0 due to anti-symmetry.
For the metric we have:
δ2Bgab =
1
2
L[η ,η ]gab + ηa∂aη gab −Lη (Lη gab + η gab)− η(Lη gab + η gab)
this vanishes since: i) ηη = 0 , ii), Lη (η gab) = ηa∂aηgab − ηLη gab and iii) LηLη gab = 12L[η ,η ]gab. The ac-
tions on g˙ab and on the other time derivatives of the fields necessarily vanish from (60) and the constituent
transformations.
To see it directly, we require the Jacobi identity for Lie superalgebras. We have that, for ghost number one
fields, x, y:
[x, [y, z]] = [[x, y], z]− [y, [x, z]] (61)
Thus, for example, for δ2Bζ
a:
δB(δBζ) = δB([η , ζ ]) =
1
2
[[η ,η ], ζ ]− [η , [η , ζ ]] = 0 (62)
since from (61), for x = y = ηa, and z = ζa:24
2[η , [η , ζ ]]a = [[η ,η ], ζ ]a
24Note that the manner in which I wrote the super Jacobi identity, (61) doesn’t depend on the parity of z. The full form for general
grading is: [x, [y, z]] = [[x, y], z]− (−1)|x||y|[y, [x, z]].
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Lastly, we apply the BRST transformation to the transformation of the Lagrange multiplier (55) (equation
(56) follows a similar pattern). We have:
δB(η˙ − [ξ ,η ]) = [η˙ ,η ]− [η˙ + [ξ ,η ],η ]− 12 [[ξ , [η ,η ] = 0
If the constraints are first class and the structure functions are constants, i.e. the algebra of constraints is
not “soft”, then the BRST charge is of rank one and comes in the following form:
Q = ηaχa − 12η
bηaUcabPc (63)
for ξ the first class constraints, U the structure functions, and P the ghost momenta. The rank of a system can be
identified with the order of ghost momenta required for constructing a nilpotent BRST charge. The nilpotent,
rank 1 Hamiltonian generator of the corresponding BRST symmetry in the conformal diffeomorphism case is
then:
Q =
∫
d3x
(
(ηa gac∇bpibc − Pbηa∂aηb) + (ηpi − 12 Pη
a∂aη
)
(64)
with the ghost momenta given according to (58), by Pa =
√
gη¯a, P =
√
gη¯.
3.4 Invariance of the path integral.
Here, we will sketch the construction of [HH91], showing that in our case the constructed wave-function
indeed satisfies the conservation equations (54). The linearity of the constraints greatly simplifies aspects of
the proof, however.
For coordinate variables qi, momentum coordinates pi and Lagrange multipliers λα, encompassed by the
variables zA, for an action functional S[qi, pi,λα] = S[zA] with certain invariances, Hartle and Halliwell want
to show that wave-function constructed by a sum over paths satisfy corresponding constraints.
The sum over paths is
Ψ(qi
′′
) =
∫
C
DzAδ(qi(t′′)− qi′′)∆C[zA]δ[Cα(zA)] exp(iS[zA]) (65)
where Cα are the gauge-fixing conditions, ∆C[zA] are weight factors associated to the gauge-fixing conditions.
C is the class of paths being summed over, including the integration over the final values, qi(t′′). It is the
surface delta function that ensures that paths end up at the argument of the wave-function, qi
′′
.25
Their claim relies on the following assumptions:
1. Under a given transformation δeqi = eαhα(pi, qi), for some function hα depending solely on the qi, pi,
parametrized linearly by eα, the action functional S[zA] changes at the most by a surface term, i.e. δS =
[eαFα(pi, qi)]t
′′
t′ .
2. The class of paths C is invariant under the given transformation.
3. The path integral is independent of the gauge-fixing conditions, at least for a class
Cαe [z
A] = Cα[zA + δezA]
4. The combination of measure DzA and gauge-fixing weight factor transform according to
DzA∆C[zA]→ DzA∆Ce [zA]
5. Path integrals weighted by functions of qi, pi on the final surface are equal to (appropriately ordered)
operators acting on the wave-function Ψ(qi
′′
). In other words, for a given H(pi, qi),∫
C
DzA H(pi(t′′, qi(t′′))δ(qi(t′′)− qi′′)∆C[zA]δ[Cα(zA)] exp(iS[zA]) = H(i δ
δqi′′
, qi
′′
)Ψ(qi
′′
)
25Note, however, that if one were to insert a second delta function, determining the anchor of the wave-function, the gauge-fixing
(50) would not be legitimate (although (51) would be). One would have to adopt two different sets of gauge-fixings, as is done for GR
in [Tei83] and there further greatly complicate the analysis. This is the reason that one integrates over the orbit of the initial point.
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Consequences or not of the path integral construction, these are taken to be the minimal criteria under which
invariance of the wave-function follows.
For a large set of theories (including GR), under the action of the symmetries related to the constraint
Qα(q, p), the associated boundary term for the variation becomes
δS =
[∫
d3xeα(pi
δQα
δpi
−Qα)
]t f
ti
which thus vanishes for linear generators, but does not for the scalar Hamiltonian generator of GR. A non-
trivial presence of the boundary term of item 1 slightly complicates the application of the Fradkin-Vilkowisky
theorem to the path integral, as it becomes dependent on a manipulation of non-BRST invariant boundary
conditions (see sec III of [HH91]). The further issue which complicates the verification of invariance in ADM
is that its commutation relations do not form a Lie algebra, and therefore one cannot interpret the weights of
item 4 as the simple Fadeev-Popov determinants, which are the Jacobians which emerge for integration along
the gauge-fixing surfaces, and thus arises the requirement 4. There, one must use the full apparatus of the
BFV approach. In our case, all these complications are avoided, items 3 and 4 become the same, and we will
not require item 5 at all.
Let us reproduce our version of the items.
1’ As given in (49), δgab(x) = Legab(x) + egab(x) the action functional S[zA] does not change at all, i.e.
δS = 0. This simplifies many aspects of the proof.
2’ The class of paths C is invariant under the given transformation. Here the class of paths are all those
in Q. Since the group acts intrinsically in configuration space (which is how we found it), this class is
invariant.26
3’ The path integral is independent of the gauge-fixing conditions.
where we have joined the previous items 3 and 4, and there is no substitute for item 5.
The only item above which still requires explanation is item 3. The easiest way to see it is first to notice that
the manner in which we have arrived at the ghost action (58) is predicated on its interpretation as a functional
determinant (I sketch the proof of this part in appendix B). In the presence of a principal fiber bundle structure,
this is easy to prove (see [Jas87] for a nice geometrical interpretation and proof using the PFB structure).
Using the Nakanishi-Laudrup trick, we can join the gauge-fixing action (52) with the ghost action (57), in
the following way (I’ll do it for the diffeomorphisms, the conformal transformations follow suit): let Ba be a
Bosonic (i.e. commuting, or of ghost number zero) variable such that δBη¯a = Ba (and we define δBBa = 0).
Then, the term:
Θ = η¯a(
1
2
σBa − ξa) (66)
has a BRST variation of the form:
δBΘ = Bbgab(
1
2
σBa − ξa)− η¯a(η˙a − [ξ ,η ]a) (67)
which is what we want to add to the classical action. But now it is easy to see that if we solve the equations
of motion for the auxiliary variable Ba, we obtain σBa = ξa. Inputting this back into (67) we obtain two terms:
(57) and (52). From the nilpotency of δB, the entire gauge-fixed action,
Scl + Sgf + Sgh = Scl + δBΩ
is BRST invariant.
For the measure, as mentioned, we are secretly using the Liouville measure and projecting to configuration
space. But, under a BRST transformation, the Liouville measure transforms by a total derivative term which
is just a canonical transformation (see e.g. appendix A of [HH91]).
Finally, given these items, we proceed to prove the invariance of the wave-function (65). The only term
that transforms in (65) under a gauge transformation is the delta function, in our language δ(gab(t′′)− g′′ab) =
δ(g1ab − g2ab), which transforms under an infinitesimal diffeomorphism acting on g1ab. But we have, shifting
variables, according to the standard property of functional deltas, (89), up to first order,
δ(g1ab + Leg1ab − g2ab) = δ(g1ab − (g2ab −+Leg2ab))
(
det (Id+
δ
δg1ab(y)
Leg1ab(x))
)−1
26In the case of Hartle-Hawking, the original definition [HH83] only uses paths in Q which have det (g) > 0. This is, of course, not a
spacetime condition, and thus slice-dependent. So it is not clear to me why such a class of paths is invariant under the assumed symmetry.
Of course, this presents no problem in the usual minisuperspace approximation.
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The identity for δ implicitly uses a redefinition of the integration variable to produce the determinant. Now
det(1+ e) = 1+ tr(e), where the trace is an integration over x = y and summation over internal indices. Since
the structure constants of our group are traceless,27 we get
δ(g1ab + Leg1ab − g2ab) = δ(g1ab − g2ab)−
∫
d3xLeg2ab(x)
δ
δg2ab(x)
δ(g1ab − g2ab) (68)
Finally, we will implement this result in (65), by shifting the integration variables, and using 1’, 2’ and
3’, above. Noticing that none of the variables depend on (the equivalent of) g2ab, and thus we can apply the
functional derivative on the rhs of (68) to everything:
0 =
∫
C
Dg1ab
∫
M
d3xLeg2ab(x)
δ
δg2ab(x)
(
δ(g1ab − g2ab)∆C[g1ab]δ[C[g1ab]] exp(−σS[g1ab])
)
(69)
0 = −
∫
M
d3xea∇b2
δ
δg2ab(x)
Ψ[g2] (70)
where ∇a2 refers to the metric g2ab. This shows the second equation of (54) holds. The first follows from the
same procedure and is much simpler as the conformal group is Abelian.28
Perturbation theory In fact, for theories that have preferred foliations, a similar gauge-fixing of the path
integral is performed in [RS13]. There, one chooses gauge-fixings of the space-time diffeomorphisms only
through gauge-fixings of the perturbations of the lapse and shift, not for the metric and its perturbations. That
is also what is being done here: conditions on the propagation of coordinates are being chosen, rather than
the coordinates themselves. The gauge-fixing terms become much simplified — one can have just terms that
set the perturbations of the shift to zero for example — as opposed to choosing e.g. harmonic coordinate
conditions for the full perturbations of the metric tensor.
To actually perform calculations for perturbation theory, we need to find a background of all the fields
(including Lagrange multipliers if there are any), and then perform the second variation of the gauge-fixed
action. The problem that shows up here, and not elsewhere, is that for perturbative renormalizability we need
to choose a background more amenable to the constraints of the theory than the usual Minkowski background;
a Minkowski background is not directly suitable for the calculations, since it is conformally flat and thus has
vanishing Cotton tensor.
As mentioned before, the physical degrees of freedom of the conformal geodesic theory are the same as in
general relativity: both have the transverse traceless gravitational momenta, as per equation (26). But we need
to find a linearized version of the theory if we would like to obtain a linearized wave equation, as in general
relativity. Ideally, we would have an approximation to the calculation on the full Bianchi IX background. This
will be pursued in a further paper.
For now, to get an idea for the structure of the equations, we can use the preferred configuration go, the
3-sphere metric, to construct a density which is not affected by conformal transformations. This allows us to
write a different action:
S =
∫
dt
∫
M
d3x d3x(g˙cdH g˙
H
cd +Λ)(
√
gΞ + a
√
go) =
∫
dt
∫
d3x TV
where I wrote the action as the multiplication of a kinetic term T and potential one V. Now it is possible
to calculate the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion around a spherically symmetric background, i.e. gab →
goab + ehab, with g
o
ab having radius of curvature r. It is easy to see that
δV
δgab |gab=goab
= 0. After some algebra, one
can evaluate the only surviving terms from the Euler-Lagrange equation:
h¨ab(x) =
g
ago
∫
d3z
∫
d3ygkcgid δCki(z)
δge f (y)
he f (y)
δCcd(z)
δgab(x)
∣∣∣
gab=goab
= 1ar4
(
4∇2hab − 74 r2∇4hab + r4∇6hab
)
This wave equation has the interesting property that it possesses higher order spatial derivatives. This will
be a general property of specific solutions to the equation (29). It provides modified dispersion relations that
may be fruitful in regularizing gravitational divergencies, as is the case of Horava-Lifschitz [Hor09].
The study of perturbation theory around a Bianchi IX static solution has only just begun. For future work,
we can follow the algorithm set in [BBHV+16] as applied to this theory.
27This is in essence the same reason the Fadeev-Popov procedure works simply in our case. See appendix B. This is not the case with
the standard ADM algebra.
28See [Gom13], for a study of the appearance of conformal anomalies for the conformal symmetry in the Hamiltonian setting appropri-
ate to this foliation-preserving group, C.
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4 Conclusions
4.1 Summary
Classical I started the paper looking for gravitational theories which admit a reduced configuration space
in metric variables. That is, superspace Q/Diff(M) is not the reduced space of physical configurations for
GR; one still has an action of refoliations. Thus the question arises: what is the maximal local symmetry
group acting on metric configuration space that admits a respective “superspace”? Such a group represents
symmetries compatible with a quantum mechanical transition amplitude between physical observables, for
which no “Problem of Time” emerges.
The answer to the question posed above is: conformal diffeomorpshims. Under the action of these trans-
formations, the reduced quotient configuration space formed is called ‘conformal superspace’. Standard dy-
namical approaches to GR often bear hints of this symmetry: it is apparent in numerical approaches (it is used
to interpret LIGO data [Pre05,CLMZ06]); it is used for studying the initial value problem of GR [Yor71,Gou07],
and it is used to separate out the physical degrees of freedom of GR from the gauge ones [IM82].
Shape dynamics ( [GGK11], see [Mer17a] for a review) is a theory that embodies these symmetry princi-
ples. However, it is engineered in such a way as to closely match GR dynamics, thereby acquiring a non-
local Hamiltonian. Therefore, starting just from the same symmetry principles and assumptions of locality,
it becomes of paramount importance for the entire spatially relational approach (to which shape dynamics
belongs) to investigate the existence and properties of this theory space. This investigation should be done
even if merely to rule out models other than shape dynamics belonging to this class, in which case, more confi-
dence should be invested in the only existing completely first principles approach to the construction of shape
dynamics (given in [Gom15]): ‘symmetry-doubling’ (which could also inform extensions of gauge groups for
particle physics).
For these reasons, we then went on to investigate the almost local (possessing a square root of derivative
terms) gravitational actions that were compatible with local spatially conformal theories. This field and sym-
metry content guarantee that the emerging theory has the correct transverse traceless gravitational physical
degrees of freedom, a desirable result, vis a vis the great struggle to modify gravity while keeping its two
degrees of freedom intact. Lastly, one can use the structure of conformal superspace to establish a unique
preferred orbit. This is, in a very precise sense, the most homogeneous of all configurations, and it has a pre-
ferred geometrical status on reduced configuration space. This preferred point serves to establish a preferred
initial point in the path integral kernel, φ∗ = go, as above, thereby defining the static wavefunction in a similar
fashion as the Hartle-Hawking boundary conditions [HH83].
This principled derivation of the theory sets it apart from the standard modifications of gravity already at
a classical level; it is not ad hoc (see e.g. [JG15]) and it contains no spin-0 (or scalar) gravitational degree of
freedom [Hor09]. Regarding the quantum mechanical theory, departing from the same principles, one would
not be able to define different, natural, ‘initial conditions’ for the wave-function of the Universe, Ψ(g). Because
the nested boundary structure in conformal superspace has a unique, asymmetric, topological structure which
strongly suggests the present boundary conditions. For standard GR there is more ambiguity (see e.g. [HH83,
Lin84,Vil86]) because one does not have access to the true configuration degrees of freedom (see also footnote
26).
Further addressing the scientific merit of the theory, it seems very vulnerable to falsification, which is a
positive characteristic. Minimal coupling to vector fields yields a U(1) gauge theory with hyperbolic equa-
tions of motion, a surprising consequence from our starting point. For cosmology, one could study what is
known for Bianchi IX (see e.g. [Wil95]) and the modification affected by breaking the adiabatic limit (see last
paragraphs of section 2.4). It is encouraging that the Yang-Mills form of the Hamiltonian for (Lie-algebra val-
ued) one-forms emerges very naturally, from the requirements of conformal covariance and conformal weight
matching, in (30). The emergent hyperbolic equations for YM mean that the electromagnetic sector would
have a light cone. Nonetheless, as can be seen from equation (33), there are discrepancies at lower derivatives,
of the form
−1
3
αvβv
Ξ2/3
∇[a Ab]∂b lnΞ− A˙a
(
g˙
2
+
1
3
d
dt
lnΞ
)
This shows some hope in modifying quantum cosmology in a regime-dependent manner, where inhomo-
geneities in space and time affect the propagation of light. The recent results on GW170817 [Abb17], show
that the light-speed and the gravity-speed can differ at most by 1 part in 1015. It would be extremely interest-
ing to study when inhomogeneity terms become relevant in standard Bianchi IX type of cosmologies for the
present construction, and if bounds on homogeneity are compatible the bounds on the discrepancy of speeds.
I leave this for further study.
I also leave for further study an analogue of the Birkhoff theorem. Nonetheless, it is possible to recover,
through a simple coupling of a scalar field in approximate spherical symmetry (again regulated by the mag-
nitude of ∂b lnΞ) and static metric background, a Schwarzschild metric in isotropic coordinates (thus with no
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interior of the black hole). This is analogous to how one discovers these solutions (and proves a Birkhoff
theorem) for shape dynamics [Gom14] (see also [Mer16] for a criticism of the boundary conditions used
there). It is important to note that departures from stationary GR, in both the propagation of light and in
the Schwarzschild solution, is run by the same parameter, ∂b lnΞ.
Quantum With regards to technical questions surrounding quantum gravity, the theory seems to have sev-
eral advantages. To be specific, they are seven-fold: i) it is second order in time derivatives (in space-time
covariant field space, Lagrangians extending general relativity require more time derivatives, creating possi-
ble problems for unitarity, since the propagators around a flat background acquire imaginary poles), ii) the
theory explicitly maintains two, transverse traceless, propagating degrees of freedom per space point (this is
an issue with other theories, such as Horava-Lifshitz and Horndeski-type theories), iii) The treatment of the
path integral is very simplified because of simple constraint algebras (for GR, difficulties introduced by the
refoliations constraint make this treatment much lengthier; it encompasses parts of both [Tei83, HH91]). The
theory possesses simple BRST symmetry (hard to achieve for the ADM Dirac algebra for example, which
requires a BFV treatment [HH91], see appendix B for reasons why). iv) There is no Gribov problem for
the horizontal lift gauge-fixing (a non-perturbative problem for basically all non-abelian theories based on
space-time fields [Sin78]), v) superposition can readily be made sense of, simply as the interference between
(coarse-grained) paths in configuration space (see [Gom17]), there is no need to define superposition of causal
structures, vi) the linearized equations of motion contain higher order spatial (but not temporal) derivatives.
This property is extremely desirable in the context of regularizing ultraviolet divergencies (as is done in
e.g. [Hor09]), a topic we will explore in further work. The study of perturbation theory around a Bianchi
IX static solution has only just begun. For future work, we can follow the algorithm set in [BBHV+16] as
applied to this theory.
Indeed, I believe that these features already make these theories extremely interesting as a toy model,
irrespective of having the correct classical limit,29 and many of the features studied here are clearly applicable
to shape dynamics.
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APPENDIX
A Gauge theory in Riem
The results of this appendix are used in section 2.2.
A.1 Slice theorem for Riem
Definition 1 (Slice) Let G ⊃ Ix = {g ∈ G | gx = x} be the isotropy subgroup of G at x. A slice at x ∈ X for the
action of G is a submanifold Sx such that x ∈ Sx ⊂ X and:
• if g ∈ Ix, then gSx = Sx;
• if g ∈ G and (gSx) ∩ Sx 6= ∅, then g ∈ Ix;
• there is a map µ : G/Ix → G, called a local cross-section, defined in a neighborhood U of the identity of G, such
that the map F : U × Sx → X , defined by F (g, y) = µ(g)y is a diffeomorphism onto a neighborhood U of x.
Corollary 2 From the existence of a slice Sx defined as above, it is easy to show that for a given neighborhood U of x, i)
for y ∈ U ∩ Sx then Iy ⊂ Ix (follows from the second item in definition 1); and ii) for y ∈ U then Iy is conjugate to Ix
(follows from successively applying the third property of definition 1 and item i)).
From a slice, we also trivially obtain the local product structure generically, i.e. for points in Xˆ = {x ∈ X | Ix = Id},
we have U ' Sx × G, with U being a proper subset of Xˆ containing x. It follows that the quotient Xˆ/G has a manifold
structure.
29Most quantum gravity theories have also the problem of matching known physics. String theory doesn’t explicitly recover the full Stan-
dard Model and Loop Quantum gravity and spin foams don’t recover realistic Einstein space-times in the appropriate limits. Asymptotic
safety is on better grounds on this respect, since it is more in line with an effective field theory approach.
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Ebin and Palais have shown thatQ has a local slice [Ebi70,Pal61]. They did this through the use of the nor-
mal exponential map to the orbit along a given point. First, one establishes the following: Let the configuration
space in question, Q, be the field space of Euclidean d-dimensional metrics:
gµν ∈ C∞+ (T∗M⊗S T∗M) := Q
Now, for two field-space tangent vectors at gµν (usually denoted by δ1gµν, δ2gµν [LW90]),
u, v ∈ C∞(T∗M⊗S T∗M) ≡ TgQ,
the orbit under the gauge-symmetries of GR — the diffeomorphisms Diff(M) — is given by
Og = { f ∗gµν| f ∈ Diff(M)}, X ∈ C∞(TM), LX gµν ∈ TgOg =: Vg
For a supermetric
〈u, v〉g :=
∫
d4x
√
g uµν gµρ gνσ vρσ
we can find the space orthogonal to the orbit, V⊥g . Indeed,
hµν ∈ V⊥g ⇒ ∇µhµν = 0.
Thus, from the form of Vg and (4),
V⊥¯g = {uab ∈ Tg¯Q | ∇¯auab = 0} (71)
For a generic vµν ∈ TgQ,
vµν = v⊥µν + LX gµν
where Xa given by solution of
∇µ(∇(µXν)) = ∇µvµν (72)
which is a 2nd order pde, with a unique solution. This then leads to a unique decomposition:
v⊥µν = vµν −LX gµν
This is true infinitesimally. But then, for an arbitrary given metric g¯ab, the orbits Og¯ were shown to be
embedded submanifolds, which therefore have a well-defined tubular neighborhood. Given the tangent of
the orbit, Tg¯Og¯ =: Vg¯ and a G-invariant supermetric (e.g. (4) with λ = 0), one can then define the normal
exponential map: Expg¯ : W ⊂ V⊥¯g → Q, which was shown to be a local diffeomorphism onto its image for a
given open set W. By then showing that the tubular bundle around this orbit was locally diffeomorphic to Q,
one has, for gab ∈ pi−1(pi(Im(Expg¯(W))), a unique fg ∈ Diff(M) such that
f ∗g gab = Expg¯(wg)
for a unique wg ∈W,
wg = Exp−1g¯ ( f
∗
g gab)
Thus
gab = f ∗g (Expg¯(wg))
Furthermore, for g2ab = h
∗g1ab, we then have fg2 = h
−1 ◦ fg1 . Thus wg = w[g] and for any g˜ab ∈ [gab] ⊂
pi−1pi(U ), the section is given by
χ(pi(g˜ab)) = Expg¯(w[g˜]) (73)
In more heuristic terms, χ takes any metric along the orbits and translates it along the orbit until it hits the
orthogonal exponential section at the height of g¯ab. This intersection gives us the value of χ for the given
equivalence class.
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A.2 Principal fiber bundles and connections
A principal fiber bundle is a manifold P, on which a Lie group G acts freely: P× G → P, here we will assume
it acts on the left, (p, g)→ g · p = Lg(p). The space {g · p | g ∈ G} is called the the fiber through p. Moreover,
P is assumed to have a locally trivializing section, but we will not need these details here.
Given a slice theorem for the generic subspaces where Ix = Id, we can form such a principal fiber bundle,
and make use of all the structure that comes with it. Given v ∈ g, where g := TIdG, we define the fundamental
vector field associated to it as TpP 3 v#p := ddt |t=0 exp (tv) · p. The vertical subspace Vp ⊂ TpP is the tangent
space to the fiber at p, i.e. Vp = span{v#p | v ∈ g}. A horizontal distribution is a smooth equivariant tangential
distribution which complements the vertical spaces, i.e Hp ⊂ TpP such that:
i) Hp ⊕Vp = TpP and ii) L∗g(Hp) = Hg·p (74)
Such horizontal spaces are uniquely identified by a connection form on TP – a g-valued one-form ω, satis-
fying:
i) ω(v#p) = v and ii) L
∗
gω = ad(g)ω (75)
The identification is obtained by the vertical projection, for a given Xp ∈ TpP, it is the fundamental vector
field (or vector tangent to the fiber) Vˆp(Xp) = (ω(Xp))#. The horizontal projection is its complement, Hˆp =
Id− Vˆp(Xp).
We can rewrite the property corresponding to ii) of (75) for a field-dependent transformation as (see
[GR17]):
δξ(ω(u))a = δξa − [ω(u), ξ]a (76)
for u a vector at TpP.
Connections in Riem. For this geometric approach to gravitational theories proposed here, one can think of
configuration space as an infinite-dimensional principal fiber bundle P = Q, foliated by the group orbits of
the diffeomorphisms G = Diff, acting by pull-backs (and scalar transformations, acting by pointwise multi-
plication).30
In this case, best-matching, or the gauge connection in Riem, is given by a linear action ξ : TP → g,
where g is the corresponding (infinite-dimensional) Lie algebra (for instance C∞(TM) with the Lie bracket for
diffeomorphisms) and P = Q.
As in usual formulations of gauge symmetry in principal fiber bundle language, this gives a projection
Hˆ : g˙ab → g˙Hab into a ‘horizontal’ component of the metric velocity (see [Ble81] for a quick introduction to
principal fiber bundles). That is, in the Lagrangian formulation, a “preferred shift” defining an equilocality
relation – called the ‘best-matched coordinates – emerges from a connection form (see [Gom11] for details on
how these objects are constructed in this infinite-dimensional context).
In plain words, the role of the connection form (i.e. of best-matching) is to project out the pure ‘coordinate-
change’ component of a metric velocity. The inverse of the (conformal) thin-sandwich differential operator
(see [Max14]) is obtainable by such a form which projects out orthogonal components to the fibers, defining
Hˆ. If a given supermetric is positive-definite and covariant with respect to the gauge transformations, we can
define Hˆ by the projection orthogonal to the fibers.
This is what is done for instance in [Ebi70] (see also [FM77]), using the canonical (positive-definite) super-
metric in Riem, Gabcd0 :=
1
2 (g
acgbd + gbcgad) (i.e. the canonical supermetric with zero DeWitt parameter). Since
fundamental vector fields at gab (i.e. tensors tangent to the fibers) are given by Lξgab = ∇(aξb) = ∇aξb +∇bξa,
one obtains that horizontal subspaces are the ones that obey ∇a g˙ab = 0. The vertical projection is given by
the vector field-valued one form (i.e. a functional acting linearly on metric velocities with values on the Lie
algebra of the diffeomorphisms) ξa such that:
∇a(g˙ab −Lξ[g˙;x)gab) = 0 (77)
i.e. it is defined by the horizontal projection being orthogonal to the fibers according to the supermetric.
Because the supermetric is positive definite, we note that Hp ∩ Vp = 0, so that, barring metrics with non-
trivial isometry group (for which the principal fiber bundle picture needs mending),
∇a(Lξ[g˙;x)gab) = (∇2δab + Rab)ξ[g˙; x)a −∇b(div(ξ[g˙; x))) = 0 (78)
30This is not strictly true, because metrics with isometries possess non-trivial stabilizer subgroups of the diffeomorphisms, one obtains
a stratified manifold for the quotientQ/Diff (see [Fis70]). However one can make sense of this as a principal fiber bundle if one considers
only the diffeomorphisms which fix one point of M, and a linear frame on it. [Giu09].
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only for ξ[g˙; x)a = 0, which is the property corresponding to ω(v
#
p) = v.31
Furthermore, since the supermetric is equivariant wrt to the action of the symmetry group, we automat-
ically obtain that the horizontal projections obey (74) and therefore the connection form obeys (75). These
properties (which will also hold for the conformal connection defined below) guarantee that this functional
shift vector transform as (18).
Conformal diffeomorphism connections given by a supermetric in Riem. In [Gom11], one uses the super-
metric:
(v, w)g :=
∫
d3x
√
gΞGabcd0 vabwcd (79)
where the vectors vab are taken to transform as vab → e4ρvab under conformal transformations gab → e4ρgab,
for ρ ∈ C∞(M) a scalar function. The supermetric (79) is positive definite and is equivariant with respect to
conformal diffeomorphisms. The integrand in (79) is thus invariant under conformal transformations. Thus,
using (79), one forms a genuine gauge connection from the orthogonal projection,
g˙abH = (g˙
ab −∇(bωa)g [g˙; x) +ωg[g˙; x)gab) (80)
This equation defines g˙Hab as a generalized ‘transverse traceless’ metric velocity,
32 corrected by infinite-dimensional
gauge connections on Riem, ω[g˙]a and ω[g˙], along the diffeomorphism and conformal fibers respectively,
which project the velocities into the space orthogonal to the conformal diffeomorphism fibers, as we did be-
fore just with the diffeomorphisms. We note that here too, the horizontal projections obey (74) and therefore
the connection form obeys (75), and these properties guarantee that this functional shift vector transform as
(18), without any need for any ad hoc definitions of transformation properties.
To be more specific, rewriting the full group of diffeomorphisms as a product of the incompressible diffeo-
morphisms and the pure dilatations. These are generated by divergenceless vector fields and their comple-
ments. In that case, we have, - from an orthogonality condition to the fiber, according to (79):
∇a (Ξ vab) = 0 (81)
vabgab − 3ρ = 0 (82)
Given a metric velocity, g˙ab ∈ TgP, we want to horizontally correct it, as is the job of the usual covariant
derivative:
∇a
(
Ξ (g˙ab +∇(aξb) + ρgab
)
= 0 (83)
g˙abgab − div(ξ)− 3ρ = 0 (84)
Since we want to invert this for ξa and ρ, we look at equations (81) and (82) as equations to be inverted for ξa
and ρ in terms of sources given by the metric and its time derivatives.
The condition for the existence of an element of TgQ which is both orthogonal to a fiber and parallel to it
(i.e. is both horizontal and vertical) is that a non-zero ξa exist such that
∇a
(
Ξ (∇(aξb)T
)
= 0 (85)
where we are taking the divergence-free Killing form. But in our case we the supermetric (79) is positive
definite, and thus the only solution is∇(aξb)T = 0 = LξT gab.33 Thus equation (85) only has non-trivial solutions
in case the metric has conformal Killing vector fields (since we are taking the transverse part of the vector
fields, and so on).
We thus construct the two operators on TQ, i.e. ωag : TgQ → C∞(TM) and ωg : TgQ → C∞(M), such that:
∇a
(
Ξ ((g˙ab −ωg[g˙; x)gab)−∇(aωb)g [g˙; x)
)
= 0 (86)
1
3
g˙cdgcd −ωg[g˙; x) = 0 (87)
31 For transverse vector fields, ∇b(div(ξ)) = 0, the operator acting on ξa corresponds to the operator used in works in asymptotic
safety to redefine the vector fields and get rid of unwanted Jacobians, very similarly to what we have done with our horizontal lift in the
main text.
32In fact, upon a Legendre transformation, the conditions imposed on the horizontal projection become ∇apiab = 0 and piaa = 0, the
transverse traceless conditions.
33Unlike what is the case for the DeWitt supermetric, for which indeed one can find non-zero elements belonging to the intersection
Hg ∩Vg.
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from which we obtain (80).
For the more formal mathematical proof that one can indeed obtain a connection form from this orthog-
onality criterion, one needs to show that the criterion can be expressed as the kernel of an elliptic operator,
and use the Fredholm alternative in the infinite-dimensional Banach space case. This is done to full detail
in [Gom11].
Thus for the geodesic action:
S =
∫
dt
√∫
M
√
gd3x Ξ (g˙cdH g˙Hcd) (88)
and by virtue of the connection forms in (80), under a conformal diffeomorphism ( f , ρ), the integrand changes
covariantly wrt to the diffeomorphisms f and invariantly with respect to the conformal transformations, as:
f ∗
(√
gd3x Ξ (g˙cdH g˙
H
cd)
)
(x) =
(√
gd3( f (x))Ξ (g˙cdH g˙
H
cd)
)
( f (x))
B Fadeev-Popov and Lie algebras.
Morally, the Fadeev-Popov determinant is a simple functional extension of the following argument: for a
function with a single root, f (xo) = 0, the Dirac delta function obeys the identity:
δ( f (x)) =
δ(x− xo)
|det f ′(xo)| (89)
Since the integral of δ(x− xo) over x gives unity, then
|det f ′(xo)|
∫
dx δ( f (x)) = 1
The functional setting works morally in the same way.
Let a gauge-field AIa(x), where I are internal indices, a are spacetime ones, and we will suppress both, on
which a gauge-group G acts as A→ Ag. For the gauge-fixing Cα(A) = 0, we define again a partition of unity
by:
1 = ∆C[A]
∫
dµr(g)δCα(Ag) (90)
where dµr is the right-invariant measure of the group G. The previous equation can in fact be seen as a
definition of ∆C[A], which implies it is invariant under a gauge transformation, ∆[C[Ag]] = ∆[C[A]]. Fadeev-
Popov now tells us that an ensuing path integral decomposes into an integral over the gauge-group, and
another, gauge-fixed invariant one, containing δ[Cα(A)]∆C[A].
Now, if go is such that C[Ago ] = 0, i.e., it satisfies the gauge-fixing condition, then following equation (89)
we have that for an infinitesimal group translation,
δeC|go = MC · e
where MC =
δC[Ago+e ]
δe . Now, separating the total derivative along a vertical (i.e. along the gauge-direction)
and horizontal (along the gauge-section, infinitesimally), δ = δv + δh (see [GR17] and appendix A.2) since then
δhC[A] = 0, we have: ∫
dµ`(g)δCα(Ag) = det MC(A) (91)
From (91) and (90), if the two measures coincide, we of course obtain ∆C = det MC−1, as before, and thus
det MC is gauge-invariant . But this is not necessarily the case. Let τa be the canonical generators of the Lie
algebra g. Then for any g, we have Λa(g) such that g = exp (Λaτa). Then the difference between the left and
the right measure is given by
dµr(g) = dµ`(g) expv(g)
where v(g) = Λb(g)Ubaa . Then we obtain from (90)
1 = ∆C[A]
∫
dµ`(g) expv(g)δCα(Ag)
and thus the correction to the relation between det MC−1 and ∆C becomes:
δe det MC−1 = (1+ δeΛb(g)Ubaa )det MC−1
which only vanishes when the structure constants are field independent and traceless. This is our case with
the algebra of C, but it is not the case with the ADM algebra.
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